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Memories of V-E Day live on
By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer
.Some days make memories. Some memories
• last half a century. Some men who have those
memories gathered at the Seven Seas restaurant
Monday night to share them with others.
The men were veterans of World War II, and
the memories they shared were -of Vie-tory in
Europe Day, 1945.
"
.`After the Bulge, we were moving up into
Germany," said 011ie Hall, who in 1945 was a
private first class in the 82nd Airborne Division. "1 looked up the road one morning and
there was this stream of men walking down it,
all dressed in German uniforms. 1 didn't know
what was .happening."
Germany had surrendered; the German soldiers were giving up.
"Those guys were tickled to death to surrender." Hall said "They were starving.
-They started piling their weapons up and
soon we had a stack 10 feet in diameter and
four or five feet high," Hall said.
For most Gls in the European Theater, Germany's surrender marked the end of their service. Others. like Hall, had more duties to
.perform
"They had a point system where if you had
K5 poinis, you could go home." Hall said. "I
had 84 "

BERNARD KANElledpr'& T,mes photo
011ie Hall joined other WWII vets Monday night to share his wartime
memories and celebrate the 50th anniversary of Victory in
'Europe
Day.
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Bombing suspect gets new attorney Rain, cool te
mps
slow field work
By KELLY KURT
Associated Press Writer
OKLAHOMA CITY -(AP) — A
judge has appointed a nets/ attorney for bombing suspect Timothy
McVeigh because his original
lawyers said they were too
affected by the attack to represent
him.

"That's just not an option for
the folks back home,” said Republican Rep. Frank Lucas.
McVeigh's new federal public
defender, Stephen Jones, was
appointed by U.S. District Judge
David Russell. Jones also represents one of Oklahoma's niosi
notorious death row inmates.

Also Monday, members of
Oklahoma's congressional delegation said the federal building
should not be rebuilt at the same
site, even if it costs taxpayers
more money.

"We honor thememory of the
victims by granting the accused
effective assistance of counsel,
due process, a vigorous defense,
and trial by jury, not hysteria."
said Jones, a former judge with

the Oklahoma Court of Civil
Appeals.
In an interview today on
NBC's "Today" show,- Jones
noted that McVeigh has riot yet
been indiL ted and said J "trial by
leak is inappropriate and unfair.'•
Ile said the public should withhold Judgment ori his client. Ile
also said he and - McVeigh
'formed the basis for a working
relationship.'•
The April 19 boraiing of the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building killed 167 people and injured

more than 400. A grand jury is
investigating the 'worst terrorist
attack on U.S. soil. McVcigh was charged April 21
under a federal anti-terrorism statute that carries a possible death
penalty. He is being held at the
Federal Correctional Center in El
Re no.

His original attorneys were
John Coyle III and Susan Otto.
Coyle said his golfing buddy died
in the blast and a law partner was
MI See Page 2

Fire cause of second dorm evacuation
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A fire Monday night in Hart
Hall prompted the second evacuation in less than a day of a Murray State University dormitory.
The fire in Hart Hall caused
only minor damage and no injuries, but 450 residents of the
seven -story structure were forced

from their rooms for more than
an hour on the first day of final
exam week at the school.
Hart Hall has exterior stairwells that are used as fire escapes
as well as normal access.
A bomb threat emptied Richmond Hall early Monday
morning.
The Hart Hall fire, which

started .at about 1047 p.m., was
investigation.
confined to a fifth floor kitchFifth floor resident adviser
enette,. said university spokesman
Keith Allen responded when the
Joe Hedges
alarm and sprinkler system went
lie said no one was in the
off, Hedges said.
room and no one was cooking
Allen extinguished the flames
when the fire apparently started
with a dry chemical fire extingin a Sofa.
uisher before Murray Fire
The cause of the fire- is undetermined and still under • See Page
2

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) -- Rain and cool..tcriq,,sra:,J
planting of corn and soybeans in Kentucky last week a;,.I
burley growers who were beginning to set todiai.co plants;
rap
reporting service said Monday.
Corn planting advanced to 69 percent corr,pletc. still well ;awl/
of 44 percent last year and a 46 percent five-year
the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service -said.
The cool weather slowed corn growth, but 64 percent of the
planted corn had emerged, compared with 35 percent tt,..7. pr -'viow;
year and a 32 percent average, the service said 1:;.:re.:,;
plants were turning yellow .in some areas tr).%ht,e of
moisture, it said.
The condition of emerged corn was 1 per. -r,t very
.r, 1 -1 r
centyoor, 48 percent -fair, 33 percent good-aril 4 P-.-r,e;„.
the service said.
Soybean planting was 6 percent conipV'to,
pr cent for both last year and the five-yar ,
Most tobacco plant beds were reported in good “r,
. tt,;
service said. Tobacco setting Was linii.e_ d
....Al 4
percent of the burley acreage set, compared ith 1 ,:r..c:.; 1
and a 4 percent average, it said. Setting of dark 10.5.5 0 is percent complete.
As of Sunday, 87 percent of the ,tate's waiter
was
headed or heading, far ahead of 4% per.'eri
:in I a fi
year average of 50 percent, the service

III See Page 2

Legal arguments
end in draw for
county, citizens
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE -Ledge, b T-os Do'Attorney Paul Hayes argued Monday that the lawsuit against
the Calloway County Fiscal Court should be dropped, but the judge denied
the mOtion. The fiscal court will meet at 1:30 p.m. Thursday in J.D.
Williams' office.

MAYFIELDAttorneys .for the Calloway
County Fiscal
and a citizen's grbup squared
off in court Monday, neither one able to claim a
victory after more than an hour of legal
arguments
Meanwhile, the jail construction project can
continue.
Graves County Circuit Judge John Daughaday
denied motions by Paul Hayes, the fiscal corn's
attorney, to dismiss a class- action lawsuit filed by
Walter Steely, president of the-Concerned Citizens
of Calloway County.
"1 will- have to review the case with the fiscal
court members and whether the construction will
continue is up to them," Hayes said in an inter-_
view following the hearing.
BVINAC'r

0 A'4.

A7
:,
i0'I '"*t photo

Attorne•
y Mark Medlin discussed the judge's ruling with members of the Concern
ed Citizens
of Calloway County following Monday's hearing

II See Pacts 2
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FROM PAGE 1
The fiscal court will meet at
1:30 p.m. Thursday, at which
time the lawsuit could be discussed during the executive session that is listed on the agenda.
Furthermore, Daughaday also
denied to grant a temporary
injunction to halt construction of
the new jail, which had been
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requested by Steely's attorney,
Mark Medlin.
"Our reaction is to move for'ward with the case and exchange
evidence." Medlin said in an
interview following the hearing.
"If members of the fiscal court
think it is worth the risk, they can
continue with construction."
Steely filed a lawsuit in late
March seeking a temporary
injunction regarding the construction of a new jail because the
citizen's 'group wants a review of
the manner in which decisions
pertaining to the project have
been made.
It was filed against the fiscal
court members, jail consultant
Jim Woodrum and financial
officer Klint Kelley.
However, Medlin. said his
clients have dropped legal arguments involving Kelley because
"it appears that the financial
aspects have been conducted
according to the law."
The complaint alleges that the
fiscal court, as well as agencies
created by it, has violated the
Kentucky Open Meetings Law,
which was a hotly debated issue
during Monday's session:
"We have attached exhibits of
meeting notices dealing with the
jail issue, as well as affidavits
from the magistrates and the
judge/executive," Hayes said. "I
feel they have complied with the
Open Meetings Law."
However, Hayes said that the
statute also requires written notification of a complainura
tion--mews.
"None was filed," he said.
"The plaintiff (Steely) has not exhausted administrative remedies and I feel the plaintiff acted
hastily."
Hayes' comment that coimty
residents had the opportunity to
express their concerns at fiscal
court meetings drew snickers
from the more than 45 people in
attendance.
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The wheat crop was rated 1
percent very poor, 1 percent poor,
22 percent fair, 72 percent good
and 4 percent excellent.
Pastures were rated 1 percent-
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bidding process.
"Mr. Woodrum started out as
an architect, but he has no
license," Medlin said. "He
doesn't offer a professional service as an architect. He may not
have experience as a construction
manager either.
"Mr. Woodrum is not an experienced construction manager, he
is a contractor," Medlin said.
Hayes argued that Woodrum
was not present to answer
allegations.
"I have seen allegations and
inferences, but I have seen no
evidence or affidavits," Hayes
said. "The statute says that the
nature of services must be professional, not that a person must be
licensed to provide them."
Hayes also presented Daughaday with a public service
announcement produced by the
citizen's group in which Steely
had said that the group was not
seeking to stop construction of
the jail.
"Why did he file this motion of
temporary injunction? I think
there is a dispute of what the
group is seeking," Hayes said.
Medlin emphasized that a temporary injunction is necessary
until the matter is settled.
"If the court allows the project
to move forward, then not only is
the plaintiffs. class going to be
hurt, but those who have contracts will also be hurt," he said.
"We aren't asking that it be terminated, just that the court. consider if these violations have
taken place:
"The class members art funding this project and they will be
harmed irreparably if the project
is not stopped," Medlin said.
Hayes argued that halting the
project would cost the county
more money because -of transporting prisoners, as well as having to deal with rising project
costs.

24,401.W,
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very poor, 7 percent poor, 29 percent fair, 55 percent good and 8
percent excellent, the service
said. The state's hay was rated 1
percent very poor, 12 percent
poor, 35 percent fair, 45 percent
good and 7 percent excellent.
As of Friday, topsoil moisture
was reported 4 percent short, 65
percent adequate and 31 percent
surplus. Subsoil moisture was
rated 12 percent short, 74 percent
adequate and 14 percent surplus.
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FROM PAGE 1
injured; Ms. Otto said she knew
at least 10 people who were
killed.
Russell also reaffirmed that
two attorneys who say they were
hired by McVeigh's family will
not handle the case. McVeigh
said last week that he didn't wanttheir help.
In Washington, Lucas met in a
closed session with Republican
Rep. Ernest !stook, Democratic
Rep. Bill Brewster and Republican Sens. Don Nickles and Jim
Inhofe. All fis c men support
building a memorial park at the
site of the devastated federal
"I think there's consensus that
the building needs to come down.
and it probably needs to come
down soon," Inhofe said.
The General Services Administration- estimates that demolishing the ruin and rebuilding on
another site could cost as much
as $40 million, !stook said. The
Daily Oklahoman ,_.reported in
today's editions that the GSA has
confirmed the building is structurally unsound and should be
demolished, but the method of
demolition was still being
discussed..

FROM PAGE 1
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command center in Oklahoma
City, told the newspaper.
Some local leaders have
expressed concern about the
effect of a blast, both on structurally shaky -buildings nearby and
on the fragile nerves of the people. But Mayor Ron Norick said
he has no objections to using
explosives, since that would be
safer.

Other developments:
A federal law enforcement
source speaking on condition of
anonymity cast doubt on a Newsweek report that investigators are
looking hard at the possibility
that McVeigh's friend Terry
Nichols is the elusive suspect
John Doe'No. 2. Nichols is being
held without bond in Kansas as a
material %witness to the bombing.
"There's been some talk, some
suggestion by some people that if
you do Sonic things to the hat and
alter his appearance a. certain
way, there's a possibility Terry
Nichols could be. Doe No. 2,"
said the source. "But not a lot of
people arc convinced he's Doe
No, 2."

Shell

Department personnel arrived.
When fire department personnel arrived at 10:54 p.m., they
carried the sofa to ground level
oniside the dormitory, where they
used water from a pumper truck
to quench the smoldering foam
rubber of the sofa cushions.

Firefighters also used fans to
clear the building of smoke.
Damage was confined to the
sofa.
According to a fire department
report, 12 fire service personnel
in three vehicles responded to the
alarm.
They were on the scene for 95
minutes.
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The FBI is expected to
announce later this week a longterm replacement for Weldon
Kennedy as head of the investigation in Oklahomi City, two federal officials said on condition of
anonymity.' They said- they need
someone who will he able to stay
with the case through .the trial.
KcJinedy would return to his post
in Phoenix.-
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remnants of three companies,
including his own.
He remained a prisoner of war
for six' months, imprisoned first
at Stalag I2A and later in a Polish castle.
He- was freed by Russian
troops on April 21, 1945.
The Russians wanted to take
the American troops back
through Russia before releasing
them, so Patterson slipped away
to make- his own way back.
He caught a ride with some
American. Military Police who
carried him across the Elbe River
into American -occupied
Germany.
"The best looking soldiers I
ever saw were those two MPs
who sat on both sides of me in
that truck," Patterson said. "Of
course, they were taking me
home and that helped a lot."
Other memories were shared at
the Seven Seas restaurant Monday, of course. These three were
only a sampling.
And many other memories arc
lost forever with the GIs who
never came home and with those
who have died since the war.
They were remembered Monday, as were the harsh lessons
learned by young men now
grown old.
"If the people who start them
had to fight the wars, there
wouldn't be any," 011ie Hall said
as he concluded his story.
-It doesn't seem possible you
could survive through some of •
it," he said. "But you do."

mander there.
By 1944, he was in England,
awaiting the D-Day invasion.
He went in over Omaha Beach
on D+3, three days after the first
wave of Allies hit the beaches.
The fighting was still close at
hand.
"We were in combat almost
cointinuously for 10 months," he
said. "We fought all through
France and Holland, then crossed
the Rhine into Germany in April
of '45."
Hall commanded a field artillery battery made up of six 105
mm Howitzers mounted on
medium tanks.
Other veterans were on their
way home, too.
Randall Patterson was in
Rheims, France, when word of
victory came to him.
As a first lieutenant in Gen.
Omar Bradley's 28th Division,
Patterson came ashore at Omaha
Beach after the initial invasion.
He saw combat first at St. Lo,
France, and continued to fight
across France and into Germany.
"1 called it the rat race across
France because we couldn't catch
them," he said.
He caught them at Schmidt.
On Nov. 8, 1944, he was in
command of two tanks and 200
infantry soldiers when he took
the town and was ordered to hold
it against the German counterattack.
The Germans overwhelmed his
position and he was captured,
along with 150 men who were the

Implosion — demolition by
carefully placed. -explosives -- is
more practical- and safe than a
wrecking ball, "but we don't
want to offend the people here,"
Judy Parnell, director of the GSA
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"We don't dispute the notice of
meetings, but the fiscal court is
also required not to Place discriminations of who could and
could not attend meetings," Medlin said. "We also do not have to
identify ourselves in order to
attend. According to the statute,
there must be adequate meeting
facilities.
"We believe the court did not
provide adequate facilities and a
number of people have attempted
to attend, but they were asked to
wait in the hall because of lack of
space," Medlin said.
Currently, fiscal court meetings
are primarily held in the office of
County Judge/Executive J.D.
Williams. However, some meetings have also been held at the
Weaks Center. •
"That people were turned away
from meetings is a mere allegation," Hayes said. "The office can
hold 25-30 individuals."
Medlin also discussed two
entities created by the court that
had allegedly violated the Open
Meetings Law.
"The jail committee was
created in September 1993 and
the fiscal court minutes reflect
that the committee reported periodically to the court," Medlin
said. "There is little or no evidence that the committee held
open meetings and recorded
minutes. Therefore that committee plainly violated the law.
"The fiscal court also organized a public corporation which is
required to 'hold openi meetings..
They sbo—uld be open and records
should be maintained, which-has
never been done," Medlin said.
Hayes countered by saying that
neither entity is listed as a party
in the complaint.
Another point of contention
between the two groups was the
hiring of Woodrum, which was
considered a professional service
and therefore exempted from the
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Bobby Potts reads to Tucker Adams during "Buddy Reading." Wanda
Walker's fourth graders visit Kathy Cleaver's classroom each Monday
at Southwest Elementary.

Calloway County-Middle School cafeteria manager Mildred Adams
wishes good luck to students as they leave for the Special Olympics
Pictured (front row, from left): George Taylor, Adams and Barbara
Ahart. (Back row, from left): Nathan Holt, Steven Thorn, Jesse Crass
and Duste Tynes.
a

1 1 I

Dr. Steven White talked about his study of pilot v.3115 as t
whale unit at Murray Elementary School

Charles Coleman from Peoples Bank presents a coin collection to fifth
grade students at Southwest Elementary as part of the school-business
partnershtp.

r

Students In Ruth Smith's accelerated geometry class at Cdroway County High School recently toured the civil onrsineerin:; tr7,- ^nolcgy
strength and materials lab at Murray State University
Ghtis,Bennett, a seventh grader at Murray Middle (Jr:tiooi
math portfolio task on line designs and measi;rr:i-c,
string art project.
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Students in Becky Gore's class at North Elementary were given various
eolors of squares and triangles. They constructed their own pattern for
the quilt block.

Calloway County High School students listen as Mail Whitteriberg of
Murray State University's College of Industry and Technology demonstrates robotimilling operation design, the main purpose of which is to
keep people out of hazards in factories
Two Murray High School students recently _received awar.P-, i.r performance in the Future Business Leaders of America
s
Erica Rowlett won first place in public speaking at the rcc
ence and second place at the state conference Anc,e1
third In business communications at the regional

East Elementary fifth grader Mandy Eldridge explains science exhibits
to primary students Brittany Powell, Nicole Taylor and Chason
McCuIston.

Calloway County preschoolers visited the Stahler Da FarT receniiy
Students got a chance to milk a cow and then tred the farm

to
he
Jace Rabe, a student at Murray Middle School c
a marine biologist with Holly Bloodworth. s C'3SS

.nt
lel
he

-S619001.

(45

East Elementary student Kyle Braddock guides primary students on a
tour of the school's science fair exhibits.

During a study of the Civil War in Linda Feltner's social studies class, a
group of students toured Fort Donelson. Pictured at the battle site are
Thomas Wilson, David Todd, Jason Sullivan and Jeremy Barger.
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FROM OUR READERS
Coach will miss Murray
1-)ear Editor:
So another school year at Murray State comes to a close. Many
students will depart Murray and go their separate ways,taking with them
a lifetime of memories and friendships.
When Coach Scou Edgar left Murray State to become the new head
coach at Duquesne University,! was fortunate enough to go with him. It
was a move that, in my mind,I knew I had to take,but in my heart, it tore
me apart.
After moving to Pittsburgh.and having time to reflect on the five years
I coached at MSU,I realize how many memories and friendships I am
taking with me. (can honestly say my five years in Murray were the best
of my life.
The. people were always friendly and willing to help in any way
possible. Coach Edgar made the remark that we are "not leaving fans,
we're leaving friends." No statement could be more accurate.
I would like to take this opportunity to say. "thank you" to the
community of Murray and Murray State University faculty, staff, and
students for being a very special part of my life. As for the basketball
program, do not worry, as long as Mrs. Cheryl Whitaker is still there, it
will be in trusted hands! Again, thank you, Murray, Kentucky, for the
five best years of my life. Go Racers!
David Henley
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Reader doesn't like cartoon
Dear Editor:
I'd like to register my displeasure with your publishing a political
cartoon in your Thursday, May 4 newspaper.
The cartoon depicted Rush Limbaugh, G. Gordon Liddy, and Oliver
North as anarchists and ghouls. It took a real liberal mind to concoct that
cartoon.
Misters Limbaugh, Liddy and Noah are true patriots of our
Democratic country. When they see .the leaders of our country
auempting to take away our Democratic freedoms, they speak up and
call it to our attentions.
They are politicians who everyday try and figwe out how to do away
with our Bill of Rights, and that is why at our last election we booted so
many of them out of office.
We need people like Limbaugh, Liddy and North who think like the
common voter and speak out.
And we need them depicted in a praiseworthy light, or this country
would go right down the drain, and it wouldn't take long.
Rick R. Rice
HCR 75, Box 106, Hamlin, Ky. 42046

Writer likes Chuck Harder
'.2ar Editor:
The letter to the editor on Thursday, May 4, titled "Broadcaster Stirs
re;':.makes me wonder if this chastisement of Chuck Harder and the "For
the People" radio network is a tongue-in-cheeck approach to bringing in
more listeners to his radio audience.
I have listened to Chuck Harder for years and look forward to his daily
programs. He proudly states that he is for people of all colors, whether
they go to church, temple, synagogue, or mosque. The show is clean
enough for children. He relies heavily on local newspaper clippings sent
to him by his listeners. He encourages listeners to spend time studying at
their local libraries and to have public discussions and town meetings.
Mr. Harder does not screen call-ins to his show (a§ do many talk show
hosts though, on occasion, he may tersely comment:"OK, you've had
your say." He encourages debate, and he has had several U.S.
congressmen and congresswomen on his shows. He teaches the
American Constitution as mauer-of-factly as it was taught to me in
school, and Mr. Harder endorses peaceful solutions. He's not out with a
vendetta toward those who make an honest mistake, but neither does he
favor those who, for personal gain, intentionally misuse the labors and
trust of common people.
It seems that the farther America strays from its Constitution, the more
terrifying and the greater the number of our problems.
Please contact your local radio station and thank them for airing
Chuck Harder's attempt to Fix America First. Together, we will &ssure a
climate where liberals and conservatives can openly discu§s issues with
less banter and distraction.
Tanny G. Barnes
Rt. 4 Box 119, Murray, Ky. 42e";I

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

•••

%fay I — The Times, London, on the 20th anniversary of the
end of the Vietnam War:
Neither the subsequent Allapse of communism elsewhere nor the
bankruptcy of the system forced on a reunited Vietnam have softened the rulers' political convictions, and (the April 29) parades
were triumphalist and divisive.
Little attempt was made to reach out to former enemies at home,
either the thousands of South Vietnamese soldiers who fought the
Viet Cong or the shattered former merchant class. All the totems of
militant communism were on display: the red flags, slogans, revolutionary songs, praise for the party faithful and scornful denunciation of American aggression. ...
Yet without political change in Hanoi, Vietnam's perestroika will
falter. The emotive issue of Americans missing in action is still a
brake on closer American involvement; the openness needed to
clear up lingering doubts is still not forthcoming. The communist
leadership is unwilling to make the concessions on personal and
putitical liberty without which there can be, no real blossoming
the country's potential. .. If Vietnam is to enjoy the fruits 01 peace
there must be liberation of a different kind.
_0

I have the picture somewhere.
Me in white eyelet, hands piously
clasped I am frowning slightly, as
if worried about something. In fact,
I am. Worried. I am praying that
God will keep my mother from
strangling my sister, Pamela, and
ruining the day that is supposed to
-aline alone.
It is my First Holy Communion. I
am seven years old. The dress is
scratchy. The tiny ruffles at the
neck,around the puffed sleeves,and
at the edge of the stiff hem are
raising pink welts wherever they
come into contact with my skin.
Every article of clothing I am
wearing is starched; at least that's
what it feels like.
As the picture is being snapped,
my mother is saying things like,
"Stand up straight," and "Why aren't
you smiling?" She has reminded me
a hundred times that I am wearing a
very expensive dress, hand-made in
some far away county where children sip gruel made from boiled rain
water, clumps of din and onion
grass. I am luckier than they are.
Much luckier. My socks are made
of silk, and my fingernails have
been scrubbed and trimmed until
my fingertips throb. My cuticles are
ten perfect half-moons.
The dress is pretty, I guess, but
what!like best are the items that my
mother is required to buy from the
convent. She thinks they look
cheap, but secretly I think they are
beautiful. All girls receiving their
First Communion have to purchase

,
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munion. I know this is supposed to
be a happy occasion, but I am filled
with dread.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
ledger 41. Times columnist
the same veil, white patent leather
pocketbook, and tiny prayer book
from the nuns. The items come in
their own clear plastic envelope,
each piece folded and tucked into
the package, trim as one of those
plastic hats my mother wears home
from the hairdresser on rainy Saturdays.
The prayer book is my favorite.
The covet is puffed and pearly, with
a picture of a pastel angel on the
front. The print is tiny, grown-up
looking, nothing like the clunky
letters in our reading books at
school. I can't decipher all the
words yet, but I know if I study
really, really hard — and pray extra
hard — some day I might know
them all.
It was a scary week before that
brilliant Saturday morning, when
the girls lined up like midget brides
to troop into the church for Mass
and communion. There had been
endless rehearsals, during which
Sister Aloyisius overworked the
little clicker that she used to keep
the procession slow and steady.
You could hear it from the back of
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the cathedral, where she stood
clucking and fuming fiercely, like a
hawk ready to swoop down on any
unsuspecting little miss who was
not paying attention.
Once we marched down the aisles
and filed into the pews, we waited
for the signal to sit. Woe to the lass
who let her feet swing, or who did
not kneel on cue, with her back stiff
as St. Joan ready to be burned at the
stake. Purgatory awaited any girl
whose deportment was less than
perfect. We learned all that the
week before, thanks to Sister's exacting practices.
By the night before that Saturday,
I think I am ready for the momentous occasion in almost every way. I
have admitted my sins to the priest,
who sat hunched and silent in the
dark confessional booth while I
whispered,"I have told lies, Father,
and been disrespectful to my parents." Sure that I must be guilty of
other sins,I make up a few more and
then become terrified that I will go
straight to hell as soon as the
precious bread is placed on my
tongue during my First Holy Coin-

As! pose to get my picture taken,
she does notice. Of course, there is
hell to pay. Hell on earth. Pamela
gets in trouble. I get in trouble. But
no one gets killed on that long-ago
May 9, though I know at least one
member of the family who wished
she were dead on that lovely spring
day.
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Always a person of action, my
14-year-old sister Pamela takes
matters into her own hands. After
dinner, she pushes me up the back
stairs and shoves me into our bathroom. She is determined to relieve
my misery and avoid my family's
humiliation. She trims my bangs
with a pair of my father's manicure
scissors. The result is uneven, of
course, but if I keep my head tilted
to the right, we decide that perhaps
Mother will never notice.
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Forgy: Man who would be governor
EDITOR'S NOTE: l'his is
the second installment in a
series of profiles of Kentucky
gubernatorial candidates and
their running males.
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — As
the current quip goes, Larry Forgy is one of those Kentucky politicians who sees a Kentucky governor staring back when he looks
in the mirror.
Forgy admits he has spent virtually his whole life preparing for
and pursuing the job.
That quest, its very public
stops and 'starts, has defined Forgy politically and, to some
extent, personally.
A talented lawyer, Forgy has
forgone what could have been a
highly lucrative practice to accept
something much more modest as
he took on various civic endeavors and public assignments. Ile
earned the. Scorn of many in his
party for his indecision. about
running in 1983, his abrupt withdrawal in 1987 and his challenge
to the party's presumptive nominee in 1991
"I would he financially and
personally a lot better off if I had
dropped thar all years ago," For-

KENTUCKY
GOVERNOR'S
RACE
gy said. "But I have continued to
be involved in it."
Those included projects to ease
tensions between mining and
environment interests for the
Natural Resources Cabinet; working out a financial bailout for the
Big Rivers Electric Corp. in Henderson; and negotiating a resolution to a controversy about the
tobacco price support program.
Forgy has also given his time
to others for political purposes.
He ran presidential campaigns
and has long been a regular on
the local party speaking circuit.
Ile was courted by ROublicans
for years to run, disappointed
many when he didn't and outraged a few when he did.
Those reactions have various
explanations.
It might be inconsistency. Forgy suppbrters say that is a result
of his strong convictions. His

,
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At dinner Friday night my mother
takes one look at me and decides
that she should have had her beautician trim my shaggy bangs. Mother
frets and fumes until I feel like it is
my fault that my hair has grown
unacceptably fast. Another sin left
unmentioned to the priest, another
indelible stain on my seven-yearold soul. In spite of all the preparation, I am not going to be perfeci I
am probably going to disgrace the
family.

detractors say Forgy's biggest
problem is he has few strong
convictions.
It might be in the other roles
he's played.
Forgy annoyed many by his
role in the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act. He helped former Franklin Circuit Judge Ray
Corns draft the decision that declared the state school system
unconstitutional. He beat the
drum for reform for months
thereafter, along with one of his
mentors, former Democratic Gov.
Bert Combs. Yet when reform
legislation passed, Forgy began
criticizing it.
He quotes Shakespeare and
homespun adages with equal ease
and regularity. He is something
of a policy wonk, but often
answers specific, thorny questions with platitudes.
He has been in and around
government for most of his life,
including a stint at budget director at the University of Kentu4y.
And he is running against
government.
"I'm not anti-government. Nor
am I Neanderthal," Forgy said.
"I don't think government is the
enemy. I think government is just

too big."
He says the size of Kentucky's
tax burden is 'dragging it down.
Yet he. plays down his own role
in Gov. Louie Nunn's administration, which enacted what was
then the largest tax increase in
the state's history.
After he pulled out of the 1987
campaign, saying he refused to
sell his soul for the big political
money needed to win, he became
a television commentator, taking
advantage of his good looks and
quickness viith a quip.
Forgy may be the consummate
insider-as-outsider.
In some respects, he has been
the designated Republican during
the last 20-plus years of Democratic rule in Kentucky. Yet he
can rail about the "political
incest" in state government that
has led to no-bid road contracts
and a bloated bureaucracy.
"There has been an almost total inability in Frankfort in the last
15 years to say no to anybody.
And I bring to that, I believe, the
philosophical toughness to do
that, to actually come to grips
with some of these things." -
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Harris Grove Homemakers
hear lesson by Mrs. Parks
Elizabeth Parks presented the
lesson on "Cooking Using
Unusual Fruits and Vegetables"
at the April meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club at Ellis
Center.
"Spring Fashion Update- was
the lesson given by Katherine
Ray.
The devotion, "Worn Out and
Empty," with scripture from
Mark 6:31 and prayer were by
Obena Hale.
Quava Honchul, president,

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for the urgent need of children's underwear, all
sizes especially for little girls, by Family Resource Center of Calloway County. Used clean underwear will be accepted. This may be
taken to the center during regular hours of the center at East Calloway Elementary School. Angel Certificates, suitable for framing, are
being prepared this week as especially appropriate and unique
Mothers' Day gifts by the center in recognition of donations made to
the Angel Fund in honor of mothers. Donations of any size are welcome. For more information, phone the center, 753-3070, during
office hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or leave a message after hours.

CATHR‘rN GARROTT photo

Jana Hughes, left, and Katherine Morris presented a special program on
"New Horizons" at the April meeting of Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses were Nancy Haverstock, Edwina Garrison,
Cathryn Garrott, Hallie Kopperud and Marie Wallace. The department
will meet Thursday, May 11, at 2 p.m. with Barbara Aikin, Marjorie
Dunn, Jane Fitch, Barbara Brandon and Lucy Lilly as hostesses.

Weather Spotter Class tonight
A Weather Spotter Class, taught by representative of National
Weather Service, will be tonight (Tuesday) at 8 p.m. at DES Rescue
Building, 95 Spruce St., Murray. This will be a one-hour class and is
open to all interested persons at no charge.

Swimming registration in progress

CALENDAR

Registration for the 1995 Red Cross Learn to Swim Program is
now being made from 9 a.m. to noon and I to 4 p.m. at Red Cross
office, Weaks Community Center. No registrations will be accepted
by telephone. The program runs June 5 through July 28 at MurrayCalloway Park Pool with classes for infants through adults. The fee'
will be $25.

Tuesday, May 9
Weather Spotter Class:8 p m./DES
Rescue Building. No charge.
Diabetes Taking Control/7
p.m./board room, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
United We Stand panel discussion on
current issues/7 p.m./North Branch of
Peoples Bank.
Free blood pressure checks will be given Wednesday, May 10,
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. This is a free
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
service for the Hazel senior citizens. Lunch will be served at 11:45
Singles Organizational Society
a.m.
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Into/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Pamela,
753-8863.
Calloway Countians for PattonEddie Roberts Jr. VFW Post 6291 and its Ladies Auxiliary will
Henry/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library.
now meet the second Thursday of each month at 7 p.m. at the
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
American Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. The
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky #34
groups will meet Thursday, May 11, at 7 p.m. All members and
at 7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church
interested persons are invited to attend and to note the change in
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m /Hardin
place and date.
Library. Info/1-527-7098.
Murray Lions Club/6 30 pm Murray
Woman's Club House.
Alcoholics Anonymous:open
, Divorce Recovery Support Group will meet Thursday, May 11,
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South Johnny
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Robertson Road, just off Highway 94 West. For information call
First Presbyterian Church events
753-5584:
include College Fellowship/7 p.m
Westside Baptist thurch events
include Baptist Women/7 pm Patsy
Neale.
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, May 11, at 7 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church events
Faxon Fire Building, located at Turner Road and Highway 94 East.
include Disciple II Bible Study/6 p m.
All area residents are urged to attend.
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group III w/Rebecca
Landolt/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Louella Beddoe Group qinner
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Thursday,
meeting,'7 p.m.
May 11, at 7 p.m. at the new fire station at Almo. All residents of
St. John Episcopal Church events
the area are urged to - attend and to note the change in date.
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win/5:30 p m.; New
Catechism Study/5:30 p.m.
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
National Scouting Museum/open 9
Thursday, May 11, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Marla Wallace. All
a.m.-430 pm
YMCA events include Abdominals/6
interested persons are invited to attend. For information call
p.m./University Branch. Info/759-9622
436-5233. The next luncheon will be Friday, May 19, at noon at
or 759-9699.
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Wednesday, May 10
Ann Carr retirement receptidn/3-4 -30
p.m./Curris Center Dance Lounge.
Murray State University.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiics
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a m.-3 p.m.
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, May 11, from 6:30 to 730 p.m. at CalMurray Country Club ladies' bridge
and 9011/9:30 a.m.: members' weekly
loway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For more
luncheon/noon-2 p.m.
information call Carolyn at 759-1884 or Nancy at 753-7405.
Oaks Country Club ladies' bridge and
9011/9:30 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
.
The annual Senior Citizens' luncheon, sponsored
a.m. and Story Hour/10.30 am.
by Hazel

Free blood pressure checks given

VFW meeting date and place changed

Divorce Recovery Group will meet

Faxon Fire District will meet

Almo-Dexter meeting Thursday

Prayer Coffee planned Thursday

ACOA meeting on ,Thursday

Hazel senior citizens to be honored

Woman's Club, will be Saturday, May 13, at the Hazel
ComMunity
Center. Lunch will be served at noon and is free to all senior
citizens
of the Hazel community.

New Concord Homemakers
meet at the Schuttler home
Denise Schuttler opened her
home for the combination work
shop/business meeting for April
of New Concord Homemakers
Club.
The workshop was chaired by
Hazel Matthai, president, who
showed how to make paper
baskets from twist ribbon.
The lesson on "Spring Fashion
Update" was presented by Maurine Morgan.
Mrs. Matthai made announcements of Southern Women's
Show, Nashville, May 11, and
KEHA meeting, May 1-3, in
Louisville.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Schuttler, secretary, and Barbara

LAO;

French, treasurer. The club collected $24 for the Family Resource Center.
Each person brought a brown
bag lunch with beverages and
desserts provided by the hostess.
Also present were Ruth Becker,
Mary Bramlett, Faith Kyznar,
Jean Schuttler, Lucy Finney, Millie Graves, Betty Kirkenmeier,
members, and Shirley Brown,
guest.
Plans were made for a trip to
the Barkley Museum and the
Museum of the American Quitters Society, Paducah, May 10.
Members will meet at 8 a.m. at
New Concord Church of Christ
parking lot to go to Paducah.

YMCA events include Aerobics
Step/10 a.m /12th Street; Aqua
Fitness/8.30 and 9-30 a m /Carr Health
Building. Info/759-9622 or 759-9699.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 pm
Mery Griffin Theater/3 45 p miacross
from Players Riverboat Casino. Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.

Wednesday, May 10
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 a m American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets Inlo759-9882 or 435-4314.
A.A. meeting,6 p.m :Center for Accessible Living. Morray Info 753-7676.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m -2 p m./for
senior citizens' actvities Free blood
pressure checks 1 7 a m -1 pm
Weaks Center open 8 a m
p m /for
senior citizens acti•olies
Senior Gott League 3 30 a m..M.Ner
Memorial Golf Course
Homemakers Clubs' meetings
include Harris Grove 10 a m !Ellis
Center Pottertown 10 30 a m Holiday
Inn: Paris Road 11 30 a m !Sirloin
Stockade. South Pleasant Grovel 30
p.m 'Ann's Country Kitchen. New
Concord.8 a m 'New Concord Church
of Christ parking ct to go to Paducah
Blankenship Circle -7 p m.:South
Pleasant Grove Un.ted Methodist
Church
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service 7 p m
New Lite Christian Center service:7
p.m
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class 9 30 a r
Bole classes.7
pm
Glendale Road Cnuch of Christ Bible
classes 7 p m
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service. 7 p m
Eastwood Baptist C'iurch study 7
pm
Community Baptist Cnurcn Bible
Study 7 p m
Church of Living God prayer
service -7 p
First Christian Church events include
Choir 7.30 p m
Elm Grove Baptist Church services:7
pm
Memorial Baptist Church events
induce Miss,on Friends. RAs and
GAs. Prayer service.7 p m , Sanctuary
Choir 8 p m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include business meeting 7 pm
First United Methodist Church events
include Cove-ant Prayerl0 a m .
Children's Music/3 45 .p m Koinonia
Kids 5 p m . B.t.ie Study•6 p m Adult
Handbell Choir•6,15 pm ; Wesleyan
Circle w Pattie Mae Moody, Ruth Wilson Circle viir .Jo Schultz, Chancel
Choir.7 30 p m
First Baptist Church- events include
Ladies Bible StAy:10 am , Library
open 6.15 p.m , Graded Choirs
Awards Program 6 30 p m Sancutary
Choir..7 45 p m
Grace Baptist Church events include
business rneetIng 7 p m
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship,7 30 p m
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study 7 p m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bibie Study..7 p m .
St. Leo Catholic Churcn events
include Crafts 8. F.ellowshio.9 am
Mass/6.30 p m.. Teen Life/7 p.m.

The club %kill meet Wednesday,
May 10, .at 10 a.m. at Ellis
Center.

Pleasant Grove
homemakers have
special outing
Members of South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club met
April 12 at the home of luta Hutson to carpool to Jackson, Tenn.
Linda Workman, president,
conducted a business meeting at
breakfast at Shoney's at Milan,
Tenn.
After shopping at Jackson, the
members had lunch at Raffcty's
and returned to Murray late in the
afternoon.
' The club will meet Wednesday,
May 10, at 1:30 p.m. at Ann's
Country Kitchen.

White, Robbie Blalock, Norma
Myers, Carol Smith, Sue Hall and
Clara Burcham.
The club will meet Wednesday,
May 10, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
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Specializing In Professional,
Occupational and
Special Occasion Baskets
Honor That Special Person In Your Liie
National Nurses Week May 6-12
Paducah C.ocrirnunity College Nursing
Graduation May 8
Murray Cruversity Nursing Graduation
May 18
Mother's Day May 14
Send Your Child's Teacher An Appreciation
Gift Basket
Manlvn Starnes Walker, RN BSN
Owner

1-800-489-2022
(502) 489-2020
Delivered Aaass Town or Country
11,
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Merl imports

Chestnut St.
Dixieland Center • Murray

BRIDAL
WTGISTRY

Remember Mont

Mother's Day, May 14th

4f.

Pier I Imports is pleased to
have Michelle Speca, brideelect of Russell Thomas,join
our bridal registry by choosing pottery and decorative accessories.

Off
Storewide
Excluding Accessories

NaW thrli
Motfurs

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851
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Gifts Of Distinction
TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK

TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK
Here a convenient way to stay on
schedule when you're on the road Our
new Travel Alarm (lock folds up to a
compact 21/.- x
when not in use till
store easily in your briefcase or purse
The digital functions include alarm.
hours & minutes. month & date and
seconds Comes with ag hands storage
pouch

f,

$995
Plus $4.20 Shipping

•

LEATHF:R KEY CHAIN
Here's a thoughtful .gift that will he
enjoyed and used throughout the year
Our new key chain is made of solid brass,
surrounded by rich burgundy leather It
measures I A" wide* V/s" king and has a
bran chain Well engrave the face with
up to 3 initials and scald it to you in a gift
box
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Court Square • Murray
605 Brcsc.aciwciy

Pci(Iuc tit). KY

443 88/0

- Plus $4.20 Shipping

To order, please send above stated amount to:

400CWATSON
ENTERPRISES
1631 South Main Street
llopkinsville, Kentucky 42240
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Gift Baskets

Newborn 10 41

Quitting Business Sale
Cash & Check Only

to Need Line for supplies.
Recreation was led by Eli
zabeth Parks. Hostesses were
Agnes Watson and Lurline Wilkerson. Also present were Anna
Lou Jones, Gene Wrather and
Margaret Taylor.

NIA TERNITY

IVY LTD
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Lyda Sue Collins presented a
major lesson on "Cooking and
Using Unusual Fruits and Vegetables" at the April meeting of
Paris Road Homemakers Club at
Sirloin Stockadeir
The devotioir"'-was given by
Charlene Curd. Faustine Walker,
president, presided. Reports were
given by Virginia Duke,
secretary-treasurer.
Announcement was made of
the Callow-ay Homemakers going
to the Southern Women's Show
at Nashville, Tenn., on May 11.
The KEHA state meeting was to
be May 1-3.
Also, present were Gertrude

Childten
+Kw?

state homemakers' meeting 11.1.
1-3. The club voted to give S..()
-

Paris Road Club meets

NeLU

Deptvdnient

announced Southern Women's
Show at Nashville Nlay II arid ,
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Today's Sports

Sports News
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. (AP) — Gary Moeller, who
resigned as Michigan's coach last week following an
allegedly drunken outburst, pleaded no contest to misdemeanor charges of assault and battery and disorderly conduct. Moeller, 54, faces up to a $100 fine and
90 days in Jail on each count when sentenced May 31

MURRAY

PORTS

• BASEBALL: St Mary at Calloway — 4 30
Carlisle at Murray (OH) — 4 30
II SOFTBALL: Murray at Mayfield — 4 30
II TENNIS: Marshall al Calloway — 4
III TRACK: at Roy Stewart Stadium — 4

Racer coach getting the message
Gottfried lining up staff, games;
Ex-Wildcats inquire about posts

STEVE PAR(ER/Ledger & Times photo

Racer basketball coach Mark Gottfried has spent much of the time in his new office talking on the phone with prospective assistant coaches, as well as trying to finish up the 1995-96 Racers schedule.

3y STEVE PARKER
3ports Editor
The television in his office may be tuned to
'Days of Our Lives," but Mark Gottfried's too
ausy to care about what's going on in Salem or
if Marlene and John are going to rekindle that
Ad flame.
"Look at all these messages," the first-year
Racer coach said while flipping through a stack
of approximately 200 phone messages. "How
can I possibly return all these calls?"
Since his hiring on April 25 and a brief vacation afterwards, Gottfried has had his hands
full. Currently, the 31-year-old former UCLA
assistant is in the middle of putting a staff
together, getting the team's academics squared
away and.. filling up next year's schedule. .
None of those tasks has been easy.
Sifting through a. pile of over 100 applications, Gottfried hopes to have his staff in place
as early as this week, but at least before the
team finishes up the spring semester on Friday.
-First, I want guys that are familiar with this
area of the country," he said Monday afternoon.
"I've been away from this area for a while and
I need guys I can turn loose in this part of the
country until I get more familiar with it.
"Second, they have to be relentless workers,
that's the way I am. And, they need to be
resilient.
"And third, I want guys that have got great
character."
Gottfried said that Kentucky's Winston Bennett and Travis Ford have inquired about positions. Bennett, who played at Kentucky from

1983-'87, just completed his first year coach
Rick Pitino's staff. Ford, whose father, Eddie,
played basketball at Murray State in the early
1960s, had a minor role on the UK staff last
season.
"I'm not sure how interested they are," Gottfried said of the two former Wildcats. "They
both have great opportunities up there."
Racer student assistant Scott Sivills has been
helping Gottfried, but the former Racer is not a
full-time coach.
Gottfried has met one-on-one-with each Racer to deteitnine their academic status, as well as
holding three-hour study halls to prepare them
for finals.
"We need to improve in that area," Gottfried
explained."We have to get better and that's my
responsibility. I'm not a coach that believes it's
all the players' responsibility."
Murray State, which finished 21-9 last Season
on the way to Ohio Valley Conference regular
season and tournament titles, still .has several
openings on next year's schedule.
—People were concerned about last year's
schedule, but let me tell you, it's not easy to
get games," he said.
Murray State has already scheduled dates at
Arkansas, Louisville and the Purdue tournament, as well as the OVC schedule.
"It's tough to get games in May," he
explained. "Teams don't have many open dates
right now, and teams won't come to Murray.
"Trying to get people to come into Racer

1

•See Page 7

NBA PLAYOFFS

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Monday, May 8
San Antonio.
97
LA Laker*
90 OT
iSan Antonio leads series 2-0)
•

S

Spurs steal home game from Lakers

• -•

Tuesday, May 9
tr,diana at New York, 7 p.m. (TNT)
Houston at Phoenix, 930 p.m (TNT)
Wednesday, May 10
Chicago at Orialco, 7 p m ;TNT;
Thursday, May 11
New York at Indiana', 7 pm (TNT)
Houston at Phoenix, 9.30 p.rn (TNT)
Friday, May 12
Orlando at Chicago, 7 pm (TNT)
San Antonio at LA. Lakers, 9.30 p m
TNT)
Saturday, May 13
Phoenix at Houston, 12 pm (NBC)
New Your at Indiana, 2.30 p.m. (NBC)

San Antonio
leads series
By KELLEY SHANNON
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP)
A
sloppy playoff *game marred by
poor shooting turned into a lucky
overtime victory for the San
Antonio Spurs and a miserable
defeat for the Los Angeles
Lakers.

Now- the teams have four days
to sort out the mess and get ready
for Game 3 of their Western Conference semifinal.
"It's a lesson for us. Sometimes,the close ones send up a
red flag," said Spurs coach Bob
Hill.
T,he Spurs beat the Lakers
97-90 in overtime Monday night
to take a 2-0 lead in the best-of-7
series, which continues,Friday in
Los Angeles.
"I thought the game was
ours," said Lakers coach Del

Harris. "We outplayed them."
838i.
In other series, Indiana is at
"I had the game in my
New York for Game 2 tonight, hands," said Divac, who made
while defending champion Hous- his other four free-throw attempts
ton visits Phoenix to open their
Monday. "It hurts a lot to let this
Western Conference matchup. On one get away."
Wednesday night, Chicago is at
The Spurs considered themOrlando, which has a 1-0 lead. selves lucky.
San Antonio came dangerously
"We don't know if we deserve
close to losing its first playoff it, but we will sure take it," said
game this year, but the Lakers
Avery Johnson, Who had 12
blew a chance to win it in regula- points and nine assists.
tion when Vlade Divac missed
David'Robinson had a pitiful
two free throws with 4.6 seconds
remaining and the score tied • See Page 7

UNC's Stackhouse
departing for NBA
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) —
All-America forward Jerry
Stackhouse is giving up his
final two years of eligibility at
North Carolina to enter the
NBA draft.
Stackhouse, who follows
teainitiate Rasheed Wallace
into the draft, averaged 19.2
points and 8.2 rebounds last
season.
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Tilghman tops Lakers;
Murray falls to Vikings

ty
Staff Report
Murray Ledger &

C

while Sean Waller was 2-for-3
said.
Times
and Josh McKee], Scott Earwood
Murray scored one run in the
first inning, two in the third and
and Sam -Arnett were all 2-for-4,
Paducah Tilghman used several
walks and Calloway mistakes. to three in the fourth.
with Earwood driving in three
break open a tight game and take
St. Mary owned a 13-9 edge in, runs.
a 10-2 softball win Monday at the
Jay Herndon was the winning
the hitting department. For Murpitcher, striking out three. Waller
Murray City Park.
ray, Amanda Hancline was
The Lady Tornado led just 3-2 3-for-3, Jeanne Maddox was came on in relief in the sixth, and
heading into the fifth inning, but 2-for-2 and Stacy Thomas was struck out three of the four batters he faced.
Calloway pitcher Molly Wisetiart 2-for-4, while Melissa Villaflor
"If we play like we're capable
walked seven batters and gave up and Cammie Blalock"both, had
of playing, we can beat any team
four hits in the fifth to allow
two-run doublet's. Maddox was the
in the region," Calloway coach
Tilghman to bring home seven
losing pitcher. .•
runs and take the game.
Eddie Morris said. "Heath's got a
Murray (2-5) plays at Mayfield
Tilghman out-hit ..C_alioway.. .this..afternoon.a14.:30 and._w-raps, _ good_ team.and. they had _been .on
7-4: Carrie Bell was 2-for-2 for
up the regular season Thursday at a role, and we needed to establish
the Lady takers.
home against Christian ourselves in the region.
"We swung the bats, and that's
Calloway (4-7) plays at Fulton
Fellowship.
the key to everything," he added.
County Wednesday and closes
"Our kids woit a big game
out the regular season Thursday
BASEBALL
at home against Heath.
Calloway 12, Heath 7
Calloway hosts St. Mary today
HEATH - Calloway broke- a
St. Mary 17, Murray 6
at 4:30.
5-5 tie with six runs in the fifth
PADUCAH — St: Mary scored
TENNIS
inning and went on to down
seven runs in both the third and
Calloway
Heath 12-7 Monday.
fourth Innings to pull away to a
MAYFIELD — Calloway's
Calloway;
two runs an the
17-6 win over Murray Monday. first inning and three in the
boys downed Mayfield 5-4 MomThe Lady Vikings led just 3-1
day while thc Lady Lakcrs were
fourth, led 5-1 before Heath tied
after two innings, but blew the
the game in the bottom of. the dropped 7-2.
game open with the conkctitivc
fourth. The takers then put the • In boys play, Peter O'Rourke
seven-run frames.
game Out of reach with six runs lost 8- t at No. I . singles, Matt
We had to move some people
in the fifth, and the ,game was Roberts won 8-6 at No. 2, Nick
around because . of injuries and
Helton lost 8-1 at No. 3, Ty Fiecalled after six innings because
other things,. and it's hard when of d'arknes)of
big lost 8-2 at No. 4; No:5 Brian
you put somebody at a position
Calloway Ct4-9) out hit Heath
Meurer. won his match 11-6 and
that they've 'never even practiced
13-X. Brent Anderson was 3- I or • S
at," Murray coach David Carr for the Laker% with three kills' III See Page 7
$
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Calif:may catcher Carrie Bell attempts to tag out a Paducah Tilghman runner at home Monday at the Murray
City Park.

Bullinger hurls Cubs past Cards
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jim Bullinger's 0.51 ERA indicates he
car do no. wrong., He knows
better.
"As far as getting the job
done, it's been a battle every
single time," Bullinger said after

"1"--

j
•
'

C

YOUNG/Ledger A Times photo

(I

allowing no earned rurts in 5 2-3
innings in the Chicago Cubs' 7-4
victory over the .St. Louis Cardinals on Mdnday, night.
• "My delivery is not exactly
what I want, but 1 think a lot of
the pitchers in the league right

now arc struggling a little bit
with that because of the short
spring training," he said.
None arc Itruggling like Bullinger, 29, who entered the year
See Page 7
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Messier stars for Rangers

MSU BASKETBALL

Lady Racers honored at banquet

the last meaningful hockey game
played at venerable Boston Garden, the New Jersey Devils took
a 2-0 lead Monday night as goaltender Martin Brodeur shut out
the Bruins for the second straight
game, 3-0.

Rangers rout Quebec;
New Jersey takes 2nd
win at Boston Garden

St

Murray State women's basketball coach Eddie Fields and
his 1994-95 Lady Racers were recognized at a luncheon held
at the Curris Center Monday.
The Lady Racers, who finished the season 5-21, were honored for their improved play over the season. MSU fell just
five points shy of making the program's first appearance in
the Ohio Valley Conference tournament since the 1989-90
campaign. This year's squad, which ranked 10th in the nation
in three-point shooting percentage (37.5 percent), posted the
team's first OVC sweep of an opponent (Southeast Missouri)
since the 1991-92 season.
In addition to honoring the team success, several individuals wete also recognized for personal success this year. Stephanie Minor, a second-team All-OVC selection, and freshmen Chase Smith and Shonta Hunt, who were both named to
the All-Freshman jquad, were presented with their league
plaques.
Fields and his staff also presented several team-sponsored
awards: Most Valuable Player, Minor; Offensive Player of the
Year, Minor; Defensive Player of the Year, Hunt; Most
Improved Player, Melissa Collins; Windex Award (rebounding)
Minor; Coaches Hustle Award, Chcryle Blandford; Eva
Bogard Heart Award (coaches choice) Chastity Fields; and
McLua Holt Scholarship, Chase Smith.

t-

Gottfried to conduct basketball camps

FROM PAGE 6

New Murray State Racer basketball coach Mark Gottfried
will conduct his first Racer basketball camps next month.
The Mark Gottfried Murray, State University Boys Basketball Camps will feature two sessions, beginning June 11-15
with individual camp and continuing June 25-29 with team
camp for junior high/freshmen boys basketball teams.
The cost of the individual camp is $220 for resident campers and $175 for day campers. Team camp fee is $150 for
resident campers and $120 for day campers.
For more information about Racer basketball camps, contact
the .MSU basketball office at (502) 762-6804.

Arena is hard. We'll find them,
we just have to keep looking."
Though he visited Murray as a
youngster to see his uncle, former
Racer football coach Mike Gottfried, Mark is still trying to learn
more about his new home.
"The people of have been
great," said Gottfried, who just
got his first Murray haircut at the
University Barber Shop. "I've hit
a few spots in .town, Martha's
and Rudy's (restaurants), and I
went to church with Houston
(Nutt) and his family.
"It's so easy to get around
Murray. I've gotten more done in
one day than I ever did in Murray. In Los Angeles, it took me
25 minutes to get from my home
to work. I grew up in a small
town and I forgot how much I
love it. I think I'm really going to
love living in Murray."
While his wife, Elizabeth, is
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Thomas qualifies for NCAA meet
Murray State's Charmaine Thomas qualified provisionally
for the NCAA outdoor track and field championships this
weekend in Indianapolis.
Tomas finished fourth in the women's 800 meters in a
time of 2:08.25.
Other MSU performers at the _meet at Indiana UniversityPurdue-University-Indianapolis included Jason McKinney, who
set a personal best in the 1,500 meters with a time of 3:51;
and Lyndon Hepburn, who had a season-best 51.91 in the
400-meter hurdles.
Former Lady Racer standout Heather Samuel won both the
100- and 200-meters at the meet.
*The Murray State Racer and Lady Racer track teams held
their annual banquet recently, with the following awards presented: Most Valuable Track, Jason McKinney and Char:
maine Thomas; Most Valuable Field, Chris Barber and Dawn
Miller; Captain's Awards, Felicia Ford and Marcus McDaniel;
Most Improved, Eric Calhoun and Sherry Ann Thomas; and
1995-96 Captains, Mike Rogers •and Charmaine Thomas.
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By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer

In other Eastern Conference
games, Philadelphia downed Buffalo 3-1 and Pittsburgh stopped
Washington 5-3.

Mark Messier got his 100th
playoff goal. The Boston Bruins
would like to get just one.
Messier became only the third
player in NHL history to score
100 postseason goals as the New
York Rangers bombarded the
Quebec Nordiques 8-3 to level
their Eastern Conference playoff
series I-1.
And in what may have been

Brodeur has been absolutely
impenetrable in goal as far as the
Bruins are concerned. He has
blanked Boston the last three
times he has faced the Bruins in
the postscason.
"I'm surprised," Brodeur said

•Gottfried...

Ben Benford took an 8-4 win in
the No. 6 match.
In doubles, O'rourke and
Roberts won 8-2, Helton and Fiebig lost 8-3 and Meurer andBenford won 8-1.
For the girls, Calloway's only
wins were by Ann Taylor at No.
3 singles, 8-1; and by the doubles
ward of Taylor and Whitney
Price, 8-3.
In other singles matches, Erin
Grogan lost 8-3 at No. 1, Elizabeth Blackford fell 8-4 at No.
2, Price lost 9-8 (7-3 in a tiebreaker) in the No. 4 match,
Heather Saxon lost 8-1 at No.-5
and Mayfield won the No. 6
match by forfeit.
.
In doubles, Blackford and Grogan lost 8-2 and Mayfield won
another match by forfeit.
Calloway hosts Marshall County today at 4.
Murray
P-A DUCA H — Tilghman swept
Murray Monday, winning the
boys match 5-4 and coming out
on top in girls play 8-1.
For the boys, the teams split

back in Los Angeles trying to sell
the Gottfried's house, Mark continues to live in the Curris
Center.
"It's not bad, except if I come
in after 10 o'clock I have to get a
security guard to let me in," he
said. "So I've got a 10 o'clock,
curfew."
Gottfried also confirmed the
signing of 6-5 swingman Darren
Dawson from Oldham County.
Dawson,_ a third-team all-state
selection, averaged 19.2 points
and 8.7 rebounds per game.
Dawson, along with Marshall
County product Jeremy Story are
the only signces for the Racers
during the late signing period.
Marlon Thomas, a 6-5 guard
from Memphis East High School,
signed last November during the
early signing period. Though its
unclear whether he has met all
academic requirements, Thomas
is still expected to attend MSU.

•
•

SCOREBOARD

FROM PAGE 6
shooting game, hut made 3 crucial field goal and two free
throws in overtime to seal the
victory.
"I was missing shots from
point-blank range, and that's
pretty tough," ,said Robinson,
who was 6-for-26 from the Held,
but still led the Spurs in scoring
along with Dennis Rodman. They
scored 22 points each.
With 1:54 -left in the extra period Robinson grabbed the ball
after he missed a shot and made a
basket to give the Spurs a 90-86
lead.
He sank iWO free throws with
1:14 remaining when Wen
Campbell fouled out. The 92-86
advantage sealed it for the Spurs.
Rodman also grabbed 22
rebounds, a San Antonio playott
record, and Robinson added 16,
,>r
nuti
chv,;

1

105 N. 12th (next to MFDonalcts)
Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there.
State Farm
State Fenn become Companies
Home Offices Bloomington linos
insurance.
MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
Ebel Division
W
L Pct
GB
Boston
4
7
636
New York
7
4
636
Toronto
6
5
545
Baltimore
455 2
5
6
Detroit
27) 4
3
8
,
Central Divisron
W
L Pct. GB
hilwaukee
&
727
3
Cleveland
7
4
636
Kansas City
6
5
545 2
Mnnesota
4
8
333 C.
CNcago
o
8
273 5
West Division
W
I Pct.. GB
Seattle
7
3
700 Callornia
6
5
545
Texas
5
7
417
3
-0antand
4 '8
333
4
Monday's Game*
Cleveland 6, Kansas City 2
Chicago 4. lAnnesota 2
Texas 7 Oakland 4, 10 innings
Only games sched.ried
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Linton 00) al Cleveland iHershiser
0-1). 605 pm
Baltimore 'McDonald 00) at Boston tCormer 1-01
6 05 pm
Ni. York (McDowell 101 at 'Toronto tHentgen
I-0). 635 pm
PAnnesota (Hawkins 0-2) at Chicago iAbbon 0 I;
705 pm
Detroit (Weft 1-1) at letwauries ,Fidrod 1 0; 705
pm
Seattle (Bosio 201 at Oakland ISiortlemyr• 1-0)
905 pm
Texas (Telling 0-01 at California (Langston 0 01
9 05 p m

ineese

P1t ladegn,a

Mut-Weal
Na. York

r.c.r,ca

Nations) league
East Division
W
I
8
3
7
5
6
5
4
7

Pct.
727
583
545
364
273
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along with Ii e blocks. The Spurs
outrehounded the Lakers 62-46.
"Rodinail was huge," Robinson S:t id. "When we shoot poorly, we all have to pick up the
slack. I toll him before ti game
we needed 21) reboun:117 aka he
got
Rodinan said he had no choi..e
hut to score.
- "I 's en shot a juniper. That s
the lirst tune I've done that in
many. moons," said the eccentr:,:
forward who sported newly dyed
green • hair.
San Antonio shot only 35 percent ii0111 the floor, while the
1.akei-S1 made only 39 peritent
from the floor and 68 percent
from the line.
Rodman tied it 83-83 with a
field goal with 26.2 seconds
remaining in regulation. Then,
under the Lakers' basket, Rodman collected his sixth foul and
sent Diva to the line.
Iv'/86/1-.

1

4
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Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets. Vanities
& Furniture
ALL SOLID OAK • NO PARTICLE BOARD
FINISHED OR UNFINISHED

GB
1
2
4
5

lltue Us Your Alteasurernerus--Well
Build To"SuM4Your Needs -

Open Monday-Friday 9-6, Saturday
9-1
Hwy. 94 East, 3 miles from-Murray
• 753-0961

L Pet 'GB
7
4
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7
5
•
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St Louis
7
6
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C nQirati
3
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8
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West Division
W
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4
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7
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,
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5
8
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Tae Kwon Do
"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"

•PrAdelphia 3. Atlanta 2
Chicago
Si Louis 4
()
Sarni, Diegu5.scLos
led
Lh
2
games
Tureedey's Games
Cmonnatt 'Smiley 00) at Flonda (Rapp 0-11 605
pm
Mcrfreal r Henry 0-1) 51 Pthlade5114 iGuanTrill

Call Today! For Trial Program

..A

martial arts

imerica

iFf••

c..,s
63
p tmo5n PiZynolds 0-1) al Pittsburgh 'Lieber 01)
635 pm
Atlanta !Avery 0-1) at Na. York (Sabothagan 0.1)
6 40
C,
r c.ago I rracnsel 0-1) at SI Lours (Osborne 0-01
7 05 p m
San Franasco Meal 2-0) at Colorado (Adz 0-0).
805
Los Angeles
Angelies
m
(Candle!" 1 -1) ai San Diego (Sanders
1 -0). 905 pm

LLB

(502) 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray
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noon as well its in the evening...11u. Brass Lantern
leanings tor its line lens!. rustic-elegiaa decor. and
('igrol's sterling silrer.lerrelry. collectables
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()olio.: 4 Dallas 3 Derrort Warn Ser,raS 1-0
S1 to..s 2 Vancouver 1. St lo,,rs wads
sates • C
10,0,to 5 Cr icapo 3 Toronto *ads sates
C
S..1- Jose 5 Cagary 4 Sar. Jose NadOS
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Monday, May
N Y Ranafs 6 QL.e0et 3 sines t,e0 1-1
Rni.aCe ptra 3. B,..rtao 1, Pnriadelpma
*ens sat-es 20
5 wash.ngton 3 series t.oft I 1
Nev. Jersey 3 Rocon C. New Jersey eaos
styes 20
Tuesday, May 9
Da as at Detroit, 630 p m (ESPN)
Va-ccwer ar. St lo,os 730 p tit t SPN2
Tororto at Cn.cago. 730 p m
San Jose at Cagary. 830 pm
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Across from the YMCA
Between LA Optical 8, Animal Hospital
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Holland Tire Co.
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Nev. _:•1•50y S. Bos'on

Games 3 and 4 will be held in
East Rutherford, N.J., Wednesday
and Friday nights. The Bruins
will have to win at least one of
those to aven a sweep and send
the series back to Boston Garden,
which closes when this series
does. Next year, the Bruins will
play in a new
FleetCenter.
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. _—Open Saturdays Until Noon—
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FROM PAGE 6
"They hit a lot of balls hard,"
with 9-10 with a 4.11 ERA for Bullingcr said. "I was fortunate
his career. He-gave- up four nrns - they hit surne balls at some'peciin the sixth, but none was earned, ple in some key situations, and
and has allowed one earned run
Brian McRae made a great play
in 17 2-3 innings all season.
for mc in the third inning."
He started the night with an
Man, the Cubs oter fiel0.75 ERA. But he didn't care der, made a diving catch of Tim
how many percentage points he'd
Hulett's liner- with runners on
shaved, he just knew he'd have to first and second for the second
get better.
out of the third.
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•Bullinger...

NHL Playoff Glance
CONFERENCE QUARTERFINALS
(Best-of-7)
Saturday. May 6

It was the first time the Bruins
have been blanked in consecutive
playoff games in 52 years, since
the 1943 Stanley Cup finals
against Detroit.

GD We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

•Lakers...
the six singles matches, but
Tilghman took two of three in
doubles for the win.
In singles play, No. I'Michael
Hornback won 8-0, No.
.2 Jeremy
Hunt won 8-1 and Jason Rouse
won 8-6 at No. 3. Tilghman won
the bottom three matches as Murray's Bryan. Dennison lost 8-2 at
No. 4, No. 5 Rahul Tendon fell
9-7 and Mark Stockton dropped
the No. 6 match 8-3.
In doubles, Hunt and Hornback
won 8-4 but Rouse/Dennison lost
9-7 and Tandon/Stockton fell 8-6.
For the girls, Murray's only
win was'. by Kim Alexander, an
8-2 victory at No. 4 singles.
In other singles matches, Caroline Trawick lost 8-2 at No. 1,
No. 2 Mary Maddox lost 9-7,
Leigh Haverstock fell 8-2 at No.
3, Mary Kay Howard lost 8-3 at
No. 5 and No. 6 Kim Howard fell
6-2.
In doubles, Haverstock/
Alexander lost 8-1, M.K.
Howard/K. Howard lost 8-4 and
Morgan Blankenship/Lauren
Miller lost 8-1.
Murray closes out the regular
season Wednesday at home
against St. Mary.

after Monday's 21-save performance. "It was tougher than the
first one (this year), that's for
sure."

•Spurs...

Larry Krouse Insurance

FROM PAGE 6
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NHL PLAYOFFS
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MSU Housing Office
seeking donations
The Murray State University
Housing Office is sponsoring a
clothing, canned food and school
supply drive from now until the end
of finals week.
Instead of discarding personal
belongings they do not wish to take
home, students moving out of the
residence halls are asked to donate
these items. Students may Owe
clean wearable clothes, unopened
cans and boxes of food, as well as
extra school supplies such as folders
and unused pencils in designated

"I'd hope that at least half the
residence hall population will contribute," she noted. Malinoski said
all the items collected will be given
to local charities.

tered voter may apply to the county
clerk for a paper absentee ballot.
-Members of the armed forces
and their families who are stationed
out-of-state or overseas.
•Persons who live outside the
state but who are still eligible to vote
in Kentucky.
•College students who reside outside their home county.
Persons in these categories may
request from their county clerk an
application for absentee ballot by
telephone, facsimile machine, by
mail or in person.
"Others who know they will be
absent from their county on election
day will have a minimum of 12 days
before the election to vote on a
voting machine in their county
clerk's office," Babbage explained.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

N
BUY AMERICA
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin 8 Gerraid Boyd

******* * * * * * * * *

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Contenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
Ni-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
751-2150

FREIE

Wiles, Huston honored
during MSU luncheon

boxes located in each residence hall.
The drive is being coordinated by
two graduate hall directors, Jennifer
Ambrose, of Huntington Beach,
Calif., and Jodi Malinoski, of Minneapolis, Minn. Malinoski indicated that this is not the first time the
drive has been held.

Absentee voters should
contact clerk by May 16
Calloway Countians who want to
y ow by paper absentee ballot should
apply to their county clerk by May
1611 they plan to vote in the May 23
election, according to Secretary of
State Bob Babbage.
Persons planning to vote absentee can expect some changes this
year due to laws passed by the 1994
General Assembly, Babbage added.
"Paper absentee ballots can now
be issued to the following group of
voters." Babbage explained.
•Voters with physical disabilities
which prohibit them from voting on
a machine.
-Voters with medical emergency
conditions which prohibit them
from going to the polls. In the case
of a medical emergency within
seven days of an election, a regis-

UPS

_PAIDIDjuptc

Ruth Blackwood, an mnbassador for the Tourism Commission and Chamber
of Commerce, looks over a rent list with Shane Hughes, a sophomore at
Murray State University.

Ambassadors help
promote community
Aside from its many attributes, different things, so we try to allow
the Commerce Centre has a proven them these tasks."
asset in the Ambassador Program,
Aside from general office duties
sponsored by the Murray Tourism
for the Tourism Commission and
Chamber of Commerce, some amCommission.
The program, currently consist- bassadors' duties may include coming of 20 volunteers,is composed of piling vacation packets, answering
participants who have lived in the
telephones, greeting visitors, runMurray area for several years.
ning errands, filling popcorn bags,
"Most of them have lived here a
keeping. a scrapbook, making colong time, so they're familiar with
pies, as well as assisting with the
the area," said Judy Gargus,director office and building maintenance.
of the Tourism Commission and
"I think they're really special
Ambassador Program. "It's great
people," Cargus said. "They're very
working with them. I'm always glad
dedicated and we count on them.
when they're here because they can
They're real dependable and that's
answer all kinds of questions. .
an asset," she noted.
some that I may can't answer."
The ambassadors for this year
Gargus indicated that the Ambasinclude Ray and Frances Waggoner.
sador Program participants are genEdwina and Bob Garrison, Don
erally retired; however, "A lot of
Pritchard. Ruth Blackwood, Cody
them are busy and active in things."
Caldwell, Mayme and Nell Staudashe noted. "Many of them are
involved in playing golf, traveling. cher, 1.iz McClain, Castle and Pauand such." Serving as an ambassa- line Parker, 1.ynwood and k, onnette
dor is a way to "promote good will Smith, and Clara Humphreys, Ann
Doran and Dot McNabb.
within the community by being a
Ambassadors generally work
representative of the Tourism Commission and Chamber of Com- from March 1 through November,
for one morning or afternoon a
merce," she said.
. Most of this year's volunteers week, for two to four hours.
Anyone interested in joining the
have previously served as ambassaAmbassador Program may call Judy
dors to the Commerce Centre.
Noting the diversity of the group, Gargus, director of the Tourism
Gargus said, "They each like to do t'ornmission, at 759-2199.

1 ESS

It usually stands only about three
feet tall, doesn't complain about
standing in freezing rain or scorching sun, and doesn't talk, hut helps
you communicate with the world.
Also, it can add beauty to your
home, but in many instances it is
taken for granted and suffers from
neglect.
Give up? Of course, it's your
mailbox. When was thc last time
you took a good look at your
mailbox? Could it use a little sprucing up? Well, this is a good time of
year to rectify the situation, so the
Postal Service has designated May
15-20 as Mailbox Improvement
Week.
For some. local residents, Mailbox Improvement Week will
prompt cleaning and painting of a
fairly new mailbox. For others, it
might encourage the total replacement of a trusty old mailbox that,
after 30 years of service, is on its
"last legs."
Regardless of the degree of attention you might wish to give your
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Don't put flowers or other plants
around your mailbox because they
may attract bees and other insects.
creating a potential safety hazard.
Non-flowering plants or artificial
flowers are good alternatives. In
addition, make sure street or box
number is clearly displayed.
Contact the Post Office in your
community to get information on
recommended replacement of curbside or rural delivery mailboxes.
After you've given your mailbox
that extra little hit of attention,
remember to keep access to the
mailbox clear from leaves, garbage
cans, or snow drifts in the winter, so
your mail can he delivered without
delay and in a sate and efficient
manner.

Murray State University student Kathleen Tucker was recently notified of her
selection as the top Lambda Alpha undergraduate student in the nation.
Extending congratulations to Tucker are Dr. James Booth (left), Murray State
provost and vice president for academic and student affairs, and Dr. Ken
Carstens, professor of sociology,anthropology and social work; and director
of MSU Archaeology Center.

Tucker selected as top
undergraduate student
Murray State University student
Kathleen Tucker has been selected
the top Lambda Alpha undergraduate student in the nation. The
announcement was made by Dr.
B.K. Swartz, Jr.. executive secretary of Lambda Alpha, the National
Collegiate Honors Society for Anthropology. For her selection as the
third annual recipient of the Lambda
Alpha national Dean's List scholarship, Tucker will receive an award
check for $1(XX)and Jenkins Award
of
certificate
distinguished
achievement.

A Solid Gold Salute ei

FROM $499psy

GRASS - AUTO opi.k. oite
BOAT

mailbox, the Postal Service offers a
few tips: Make sure it can protect
your mail from the weather, is neat
in appearance, is conveniently located, and can he safely opened and
closed by you and your letter carrier.

Support our local hospital

The Only Test Walked Certified
Results On Every Sample!

OP PLUSH

Ft

May 15-20 designated as
Mailbox Improvement Week

60 Yd. Minimum Purchase
Not Available On Sale Items Or With Coupons
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Murray State University honored His wife, Lessley, is a senior policy
two of its graduates during Alumni specialist with the Department of
Weekend '95 with the title of Distin- Housing and Urban Development.
guished Alumnus. This year's reciHuston is secretary for the Kenpients were Dr. William Wiles of tucky Cabinet for Workforce DeveArlington, Va.,and William Huston lopment. He graduated from Murof Frankfort, Ky. They were hon- ray State in 1974 with a degree in
ored during the Alumni and Friends sociology and in 1978 with a masLuncheon on April 22.
ter's degree in guidance and
Wiles,a 1953 history graduate of counseling. He is currently comMSU, is secretary of the board of pleting a doctorate in workforce
governors of the Federal Reserve development at Southern Illinois
System. In 1959, he earned a University-Carbondale.
master's degree in business admiWhile at Murray State, Huston
nistration from the University of
was a member of the Franklin Hall
Kentucky. He received a doctorate
Dorm Council, the Newman Club
in economics in 1973 from the
and Sociology Club.
University of Wisconsin.
Following his graduation Huston
During his time at Murray State,
served as a Region One vocational
Wiles was a member of Beta Beta
education guidance counselor. The
Beta and Kappa Delta Pi. He also
Harrodsburg, Ky., native was
served as vice president and presnamed director of the West Kenident of both Alpha Psi Omega and
tucky State Vocational Technical
Sock and Buskin. He -is a charier
Sehool in 1985. During his tenure,
member of Tau Sigma Tau and was
he established the West Kentucky
selected to "Who's Who Among
State Technical School Foundation
Students in American Colleges and
Inc. He was appointed to his current
Universities."
position in 1991.
Following his graduation from
In 1983 Huston was named KenMurray State, Wiles served two
tucky Outstanding
Vocational
years in the U.S. Army and was an
Counselor and received the Outinstructor at the University of Kenstanding Vocational Administrator
tucky. He began his career in the
of the Year award in 1986. He
Federal Reserve System in 1964 as
served as the Paducah/McCracken
an economist in the research and
County Cancer Association chairstatistics division. He was later
man from 1987 to 1989, and is a
appointed senior economist, and in
member of the American and Ken1972 was designated deputy progtucky Vocational associations. A
ram director for the banking strucU.S. Navy veteran, Huston is a
ture.
commander in the Coast Guard
Wiles then served as assistant
Reserve.
director in the division of superviDistinguished Alumnus awards
sion and regulation for three years are presented in recognition of the
until his promotion to associate
service of outstanding alumni who
director in 1976. He was appointed
have held responsible positions and
to his current position in 1981.
made significant contributions to
A native of Knoxville, Tenn., their profession on a national, state
Wiles grew up in Owensboro, Ky.
and local level.
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With The Purchase Of Any Carpet Price
$7.99 Or Higher
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Trisha Nesbitt, daughter of Mr. & Mrs.
Robert Wiggins, DBA/Wiggins Furniture
in Murray, was honored recently at the
Century 21 International Convention in
Las Vegas with the CENTURION Award,
one of the highest levels of recognition
awarded to top-producing sales associates
in the Century 21 system.

To be considered for CENTURION status, a sales
associate must achieve a specified, high level of production, which is reached by providing exceptional customer
TRISHA NESBITT
CENTURION
service. Only about one and a half percent of the
AWARD WINNING
approximately 70,000 sales associates in the Century 21
SALES ASSOCIATE
system achieve this honor each year. These individuals
have demonstrated a commitment to quality service, as well as pride in their profession and the
position they hold within their local community.
A member o'f Dawson & Associrites, a Brentwood, Tennessee based Century 21•firm, since
1989,Nesbitt has been a consistent top producer in the Brentwood/Franklin/Williamson County.
market. She ranks in the top 100 agents within Century' 21 of the Southeast finishing 1994 in
8th place.
Mother of two daughters,-Christie and Emily, Trisha and husband John Paul, residegin
Franklin, Tennessee

0
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Tucker's parents are Ken and
Dorothy Tucker of Benton. She is a
janior at MSU, where she is'focusing her course work in both anthro- •
pology (archaeology emphasis)and
psychology.
She has co-authored three publications with MSU faculty and authored one report herself; has professionally presented 12 papers at
regional and national archaeological conferences about original and
Joint archaeological research; and
has twice received awards for "best
paper" at the Southeastern Missouri
State University student research
paper competition. Last summer
she worked on an archaeological
project in Fort Rock, Oregon.
This summer, Tucker will work
on a I2,(XX) year old Upper Paleolithic Magdalenian site near Paris,
France. She was one of only 12
students selected to participate in
the University of Iowa's advanced
international archaeological expedition near V erberie, France.
Other students participating with
the Centre de Recherches Archaeologiques represent France, Netherlands, England, Germany, Russia,
Poland, Argentina, Spain and
China.
Tucker's Lambda Alpha cash
award will help defray costs for this
scientific expedition.
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513 S. 1211i St

753-4461
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WANTED Residential As
sistants and Subs for the
Murray. Mayfield & Padu
cah area Applicants need
to be mature adults with
experience working with
youth that have special
needs Shift work evenings,
nights and weekends High
school diploma or GED re
quired Send resume to
P0 Box 322, Benton. KY
42025 Please reference
the area and position in
which you are applying

1995 MCDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
utsurance is now
standanmd in lo
plans and ;se %rite
all In
Ihe pan A deductible
you, Of your
insurance.
must pay has been
increased to S716 in
1996
I or more information
call .
NIcCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-1100•455•4199

;ton
Flail
'tub

AUTOMOTIVE Techncian
wanted with imported or
domestic car knowledge
ASE or manufacturer's cer
tificabon preferred Contact
Dennis English at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet
753-1629

13rd year rit scr,ce"

CARPENTER needed
FOR a special Mother's must have
tools & truck
Day gift give that over 474-8534
worked stressed out mom a
Massage To You gift cerbh- COMPUTER users
cate for an hour to relax and needed Work own hours
rejuvenate Call Dave Es- $20K to $50K/yr 24 Hours
tes LMT, at Massage To 714-251-3311x486
You 753-3801 P S.
Father's Day is just around VEGAN Metal Fabricators,
general laborers. mig wel
the-cornett
ders. Apply- in person.
MRS Teresa Psychic 502-328-8980 call for
ileader & advisor A true directions_
born pyschiC..gifted horn
God 502-554-7904 call for DENTAL Hygentist wanted
for office in Murray Call Dr
appointment.
David Fitch 502-753-8368
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed FULL & part time positions
Mon.-Tues Pizza, salads, now.available at Subway
hot sandwiches, gyros & Please apply in person at
bread sticks Dine in or Subway Sandwiches, 508
carry out 474-8119 or N. 12th St. Murray, Ky
1-800-649-3804
HELP wanted Closers,
front end, back line, lull
NOW AVAILABLE
time Apply 2-6pm at Arby's
Resqurant. '

WARD
ELKINS

,

coun Sown Mune! • 75100

MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers.
grades K-6 Call 759-1555
for application

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern 4
Baptist Schoolit

OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)
753-6487
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Dixieland Center

753-0113

Angie's Shrubs & Ideas
Save on top quality shrubbery, trees,
annual flowers and vegetable plants.
Were open late.
Hours:
M-F 4:00-7:30 p.m.; Wed. 3:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Wiswell Rd past SW school, turn right at 4way stop, 3rd house on left. Watch for sign'
Owners Charlie Glisson 4 Angie (Thwean) Glisson

753-6773 after 3:30 for Information
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Dark Tobacco Farmers

hcr-

0110
Help
Wantad

Nodes

Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
firing wood needs.

Just Call

IIIP Wood

Products
We Can Savo You Mono)
,
With rho Boat Prime Around.
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

and

Ash
this
9

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
. Jonathan Creak Bridge
Open Weekdays
4-9 p.m.
Closed Wednesday
Sunday 11 a m -8 pm
Sun Special 11 a.m.- 3 pm.
14.96 plus drink

rE3

Help
Wanted
WAITRESSES and
dancers for Club Treasures
of Martin, TN. excellent
earning potential. $500 .
weekly
Call David
901 588-1442

3 PERMANENT
SALES POSITIONS
Due to carman,
/ prorrotions. 3
openings ewer novo OP young
rninded persons .n the local
branch ola large international
company it selected. you we
bit preen 2 weeks minimum
amens,paid classroorn train
eV Plus acidltionel on the iob
earning We provide coneiete
conpany beneltts, miaow
medical. dental and cosional
pension plan second to none
Your starting Income win be
5406 IWO per week depend
erg on ability and quaillica
eons
Al promotions are
biased on mere. not seniority
To be accepted. you need a
pleasant personality, to be
intatious, eager toper ahead
haws 125h wade education or
better. be bondable. 21 or
Older and hoe to start work
Ownedialely we are puha
lefty interested in those with
awderthip atslry who are
lootunp tor a psnurne caw
opportune!

ATTENTION: POSTAL
JOBS $12 26/hr to start
plus benefits Carriers, sor
lets, clerks. maintenance
For an application & exam
information
call
1 801) 819 5916. ext 80
Barn 8pm 7 days

E0E.11F

Roofing
Metal
I4 different colors cut
to the inch upto 48 ft
Ranellok Plus
Classic Rib
Commercial Rib
GalvalumeGalvanized

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
'perienced. references Call
'Linda 759 9553

Hershey
Squares

I WILL sit with elderly any
tune Call 753 4590 for
information

Mayfield, KY
247-8413
2 STEEL safes a( Horton
Lock Shop One 5211 x 32w
x 25D 74H x 36W x 310.
burglar resistance., IL rat
rig 163 5980

EARN 51000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STERLING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167. ORLANDO. FL
32814

PROFESSIONAL couple
seeks nanny to provide
care for one child 4 days a
week Full time position
Call (901)593 5005 before
6pm or(901)593 5096 after
6pm
RELIABLE couple Murray
area will housesit, summer
1995 References offer dr.
posit 502 74,' c,`,7a
502 753 4151

EXPERIENCE cook Apply
in person Martha's, 1407
N 12th St
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESS
ING MORTGAGE RE
FUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)

070
Domestic
& Childcare

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring cooks. cashiers. chs
hwasher 8 salad bar atten
dents Apply in person be
hveen 2-4 Mon Fri
WAITRESS dancers
wanted Doti House Cafe
Pans. TN 901 62 4297
WAITRESS wanted days
only Hungry Bear Restaur
ant Apply in person

WANTED Strawberry pick
ors 504 qt 753 0195

4x8 UTILITY trailer Call
759-1449 leave message
AIR conditioner for sale
21,000 BTU Quasar, $300
759-4557 after 6pm
BOGARD Trucking and Ex coveting, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel. fill din, white
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446
COMPLETE restaurant
equipment liquidation,
grills, fryers. ovens, tables,
chairs, salad bar, hot food
bars loads of small wares,
to many items tqlist, everything must go, no reason-able offer refused and no
checks Can be seen at the
Kentucky Maid Restaurant.
Hwy 68 & 641 Benton, KY
Us exit 17 off Parkway
CRAFTSMAN tools 1,000
piece set plus more, box
top and bottom, $3,000
value, will sell half price
obo 753-2609
EXERCISE bike new $100
1962 Barbie Doll with box
$350 Bearcat Scanner
$75. 498 8981 MEN'S (LH) golf bag, putter. 9 irons, 3 woods and
misc items. $40 obo.
759-9992

MOTORCYCLE helmets,
camping supplies. camoflauge clothing, work boots,
guns & ammo Jerry's
Sporting Goods. Mayfield
247-4704

Business
Opportunity

124-51e

FOR sale pizza businecs
equipment & stock. $2 800
obo Call 437 3028 for
more- info Includes gas
oven new 80lb grease trap
new sharp 10 COmpartrnprit
cash register

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

Computers

It

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.
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Farm.
EquIpaiont
2 ROW tobacco setter
1973 Dodge grain truck
Call after 5pm 753-7845

Heavy
Equipmant
580 SUPER K extend hoe
with cab, 1400hrs , like
new 753-2905
209
Sports
Equipmere
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1995 16x80 3br 2 bath
492-6175

•

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tanoe to college 753-5209

Mobile
Horne Lots For Rsnt
NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up & city water $100rno
492 8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753 9866

,„•,ec

4A ICO
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1 ROOMS for rent at irti
Olive Utilities furriis,,,.
Share kitchen, living r9
.
& bathroom facilities Wa.r.
to MSU Coleman FIF
753 9898
•

Business on
a Budget?

Run this 2x2 consisterirri
Classifieds every day.

the Shopper. for S I /5 Cl
(paid in octvorirm)
won Cefer,,c4 ,n 1),
Call 75,3-1916 for details
•::.:;;•.,
.1 ;;•:, •
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America's Second Car
Ugly

Duckling

RENT -A CAR
orations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. arid Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Ramo. in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NURSING HOME INS,LTRANa
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home poll
cies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home
Everyone would rather sray at
home if possible and now we may
be able to Provide the mone.
under the alternate plan of care'

Business
Rennie

CALL US TODAY FOR A RAH Qt'f ,ti

750 SO FT OFFICE space
or small business plenty of
parking
753 6106
753 3258

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95 mo indud
ing IN utilities 753 1264
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1 OR 2br apts near ri,
ow,
town Murray 753 4 irr.,

I,

2BR 1 bath duplex appl
GOLF clubs, Dam;Chair- furnished, wid hook op
man irons, graphite shafts. 1425/mo, 1mo deposit ryr
2 thru SW,excellent condi- lease, no pets 753 29(i5
tion, $40 per club Leave 753 7536
message 753-6275
2BR 2 bath duple. ;11
GUNS buy, sell or trade pliances furnished
hookup. central h a
436-5650
$475/mo, -1 month deposit _ -S1.'tr„,1
year lease, no pets
210
753 2905 or 753 7536
Firewood
2BR apartment for rent No
pets Near campus
A FIREWOOD for sale
753 5980
437 4667
2BR duplex townhouse
270
triplex, house appliances
Mobile
furnished Rent varies
Horn., For Salo
$350 430 Call 753 1266
14x65 MOBILE home on 1 for more details
, '.f' /1 ;.rir'ri4ir is
acre lot with community wa2B11 duplex in Norttiwn,o1
'iv., 4
ter systems. 2out buildings
- Ai; ,,.•
759 4406
& double carport. 526.500
1
Avir.
489-2533 after 4pm
2BR duplex. applian,es Pr
F
furnished, gas heat le,•
14x80 3BR 2 bath new Wel hookup.like ire
appliances, central h/a, 436-5725
newly remodeled, great
, •.•
condition, $14,200 obo 2B11 Embassy Apartmeris
central gas heat. availahe
t.; ;.
; •r 753-4818
now $300/mo Coleman
1980 12x60 PRESIDEN- RE, 753-9898
TIAL completely furnished.
includes utility pole, under
pinning & deck, $5,700
492 8604 leave,message if
no answer

2BR mobile home C tva
water furnished $275/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

JO

terra'. mployment. Agency
Sooli.ide Shopping tenter
Murray; K.
759-2150

'
1-, 1

1 ROOM efficiency vor?
near MSU. partial
furnished Available ryiw
Coleman RE, 753 9898

195

Mobile
Homes For Rent

l'o1.141 `,Ireet • Miirrnv Kenn'. ky 12071

Apartments
For Flint

1BR low utilities rotor
ences & deposit tea, rod
no pets $1 AS , rri ,i
753 3949

199

al,r I I
A

A. VERY pretty sofa, me- ISA apt $200•mo parts&
dium blue with design Only utilities, near camps
2yrs old If caN and no 759 9980 or 753 0449
answer leave number on leave message
answering machine and I
1811 duplex on Hwy
will return call 753-2568
energy efficient No 1.,-9s
$285/mo idepr,c , t
165
753 8848 before 9pni
Antiques
1BR duplex new PIA ,:ar
•
QUALITY walnut chairs. pebng.$225/mo 412N 6th
tables, secretaries, bed- St 753 2339 753 87f;
room suites, loveseat. di- 436 2054
ning room table & chairs. 1BR furnished apt
sideboard, halltrees & $200/mo plus deposit
others 753-5940 for pets Hwy 121 at the ra
appointment
grounds 753 3139

2IM

In respontie let existing and anticipated employment.opportun i ties,
applications afe noyi, hcirig ai Leptcd for production-eperator positions
on
the follovking shifty
• 12 hour suing (extended hour
ith lots of off time)
• A hour fixed (Muria) Enda), Fast/Second/Thir
d)
• 4 hour fixed I Ntunday Fritlay•r"9 a m; I p.m./6 p.m.-10
p.m.)
Starting pay rates arc Sc 59 fur 12 hour la ork schedules and
S530 for 8
.ind 4 hoar Positions leading to regular full time employm
ent offer a top
pay ra:e. of Si SA plri a .,iimpreherisive benefit
paLkage.—
If you've giu v.h.titt kik e.inw "tic with the world'c hcct toymak
em please

, •

Horns
Furnishings

NEW spring & summer
hours 8 to 8 Mon the Fri , 8
to 6 Sat 1 to 6 Sun Shop
where the big selections
and bargins are Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc . Hwy
79E
pans, TN
1 800 642 4891

NURSING ASSISTANTS: Full-time day
shift positions available in our Long Term
—Care Unit. Part-time positions on days and
afternoons are also available. Certification
as a nursing assistant required.

A-1,1 .irictu re

1 2 3BD apts Furnishe,1
very nice near MSU No
pets
75 3 1
;-•
days,753 0606 after rip in

1fin

BUY from our huge inven
tory or custom order your
new hornet Our pledge, if
you compare construction.
insulation, options and setup, you will find that Dinkins
will have your best housing
value' Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc. Hwy 79E •
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891

Fisher-Price

l

PLANE ticket from Nash
voile to Detroit $135
762-6230

2BR 2 baths newly decorated, partially furnished,
nice-big lot,'/, mile from Ky
Lake with boat ramp
474-8898

shim)

Apartments
Fos Rent
-

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36.cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489 2724

In Paris, Tennessee,is accepting applications
fkiriday ihru Friday-(8-00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.)thru
the Employment Security Office on Mineral
Wens Avenue-. Applicatio-ns will also be taken
at the Plant, 1600 Industrial Park Road,(South
Guard Station) Monday thru Friday (8:00
3 00 p.m ) Applicants must be willing to
work any shift.
I-QUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Business
Rentals

ORLANDO/Disney 4 hotel RETAIL or Office S;
nights, use anytime. paid S Side Shopping , •
$300,
sell
753 4509 or
$99
'
502 329 0298

MICROWAVE oven,', Raleigh Accufit exercise bike
Call after 5pm 753-7845

EMERSON ELECTRIC
COMPANY

TAKING reser v_ations_
summertime daycare, ar4r;c
5 9yrs. kids will learn
aid, CPR & lots more C., ft II
Toni- Shands 492 51E36

486SX. 20MHZ SVGA Mr)
PART time gas station & NITOR. 130 Meg HD 2
car wash attendant, ap
Mega Ram, windows. Lo
proximately 28hrs per tus 1.2,3. Microsoft word for
week No Sundays Apply windows & more $550
in perSon Conoco Gas Sta 489 2705
lion, 514 S 12th St
• COMPUTER
SALESRESIDENdrIAL Assistant & SERVICE- TRAININGsubs for the Murray & May HAWKINS RESEARCH.
field area Applicants need 4 753-7001..
to be mature adults with
FAST 186DX40mhz.
experience working with in
170
dividuals with mental SVGA monitor
retardation/developmental MegHD, 4 Meg Ram
disabilities who have chal printer. Word Perfect 5 1
lenging behaviors Shift windows, Lotus 123 $500
work evenings, nights. in software. modem
weekend High school dip $1,300 obo 753 4818
loma or GED required LOOK FOR HAWKINS
Send resume to P 0 Box -RESEARCH IN THE DI322, Benton, KY 42025 XIELAND SHOPPING
(please reference the area CENTER THIS MAY.
and position in which you
COMPUTER for sale 386
are applying)
5X33 with 80 meg hard
ROUTE sales If you would drive and monochrome mo
like to earn $6 800 weekly, • nitor. $325 00 'Call
and are willing to relocate to -753-3141 after 7pm
the Bowling Green, Ky or
Nashville, Tn area, we have
the opportunity for you
Schwan's Sales Enter
phses can offer paid training, paid vacation, insur ANTIQUES by the piece or
ance, profit sharing, and collections 753 9433 day
incentives Must be at least or night
-21 years cad and- -have a ULTRALITIT airplane
good drivingiernploymen1 • or 2 place. any condition
record interested? Call 7517581 after 5 30pm
1 800 233 1632 between
9-5,
Mon Fri
or
5027599701 EOE
SAFETY advisors
$2150/per in° -Company
will train, call Mon Fri
9am-lpm
only
615 399 8269

Males
Fa Sale

CASH paid for good. used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

• EXPERIENCED bulldozer
operator Must be willing to
work flexible hours doing
farm related jobs CDL is
preferred but not- required
Wages relative to experience Reply to P 0 Box
617, Murray, Ky 42071

9

1D1

Want
To Buy

USED 250 or 500 gallon
WANTED Resident Mina
Call
gers Couples to live in very propane tank
759 9752
nice homes in Murray. May
field & Paducah area to USED computer printer
care for youth with special 753 8016
needs High school dip
loma or GED required WANT to buy nice used gas
Room and board, benefits, gritl Carl 759 2599
competative salary and
training provided Send re
sume to P0 Box 322
Articles
Benton. KY 42025 Please
For Sala
reference the area and pos
1977 DODGE van, good
ition in which you are
work
van $1 000 Brown
applying
tweed hide a bed couch
MAJOR -Telephone Co $60 474 8534
now hiring Techinaans, in 1981 SUBARU
4sp. V8
stallers. AcctServ reps, op I ord
automatic.
Ion
orators No experience truck,
390 engine Call
necessary To apply. call 759 0971 leave
message if
1 219 755 0033. ext 122 not home
Sam to 8pm, 7 days

Call Darryl tiogstman
Tuee and Wed only
10 am -411 pm
502-2474099

MAY

MURRAY

C

VISA
icy
of

TUESDAY

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

..- •

•

•

10

41r —ill,

.„

to.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

••••- •••

s

.

•••••

530

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
ROOMMATE to share 3br 1
bath apt with two girls,
5125/mo plus $125 deposit
plus 71 of utilities For
appt . call 753-8447
SMALL furnished 1br apt.,
$175mo, $175 deposit.
753-7953
•
VERY spacious 2br 2 bath
duplex, appliances furnished, wid hook-up, central
gas heat, $525/mo, 1 mo
deposit, years lease, no
753-2905 or
pets
753-7536

AKC SIBERIAN Husky, 3BR duplex for sale
7mo old 489-2275
753-5114.
BLOND Labs, purebreed,
no papers, $75 Call after
5pm 492-8638

BE the first owner of a 2
story bnck home in a prime
city subdivision 413R, 24
DOG obedience classes or baths, features: Marvin
private Serving Murray 14 windows, 1711 foyer ceiling,
white kitchen, columns,
years 436-2858
fireplace, We and hardwood
FOR sale 2 Beagle pups Moors, a.atured marble, hot
753-2605
tub, deck & more Call
FOR sale Angel stripped 759-2571, 435-4013 or
Catfish, Bala Shark Gour- 435-4040.
ms, Goldfish variety 30 BRICK, 3br central gas
gallon aquarium & acces- heat, electric cooling, dousories $50 45 gallon ble carport. Bob Perrin,
aquarium & accessories Grey's Properties
$75 2 aquarium stands 3 759-2001. evenings
wheel bicycle with basket 753-3509
$75 753-4985
BRICK ranch 3br 1 bath,
MOVING: Dog needs a central h/a, carport, 520
good home, 2'/: yr old part WhitneN. 753-6276.
Chow part German Shepard, male dog been neu- BY owner: 3br 2 bath, large
tered. 489-2999 after 6pin living room kitchen and
large den with fireplace,
or 489-2122
1,837 sq. ft. of living space
plus garage, carport and
porch. Lots of closets and
built ins. No step-up at back
door or garage, easy entry
WALLACE Strawberries N. for handicapped of elderly.
16th and Poor Farm Rd. Must see to appreciate.
Open Tues Thurs, Sat $75,000. 753-7133,
7am, Mon, Wed, Fn 4pm, 759-1723, 753-3092.
Sun 1pm DI 5pm. 606 qt.
CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq.
U-pick, $1 25 picked
ft. with garage, low utilities,
753-0195
luxurious living, 3br, 2 bath
753-3293.

ROOM in town $125 m0
753-8292

641 0-Pick
Strawberries

38R-1-'4 bath, 316N 6th,
$450/mo lease & deposit
762-4483 8-4pm

Open 84 Mon.-Sat.
2 miles south of Murray on east side of
641. Ws provide
handy picking containers for you to
take your barrios
horn* In.

39R 2 bath furnished,deck,
central ha, 1 mile from
campus. $450/mo For the
summer only. 489-6075.

•;••

FOR Investors, 2812 sq. ft.
new duplex, Fall Brook
Sub. Rental income
$1100/mo, Price $123,000.
492-8516 or 762-7221.
NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & 80's, financing available, will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm.
NEW affordable homes.
2-3br in city. Starts at mid
50's, financing available
payments less than rent
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444

33R brick in Murray HALEY Appraisal Service
S400nto lease & deposit, call Bob Haley state certino pets 759-4826 leave fied Call 489-2266
NEW home; Coles Campmessage, available June.
KOPPERUD Realty has ground Rd. 3br 2 bath, cen3BR house near Kirksey, buyers waiting to purchase tral gas & electric, 1900sq ft
central ac. gas heat, stove homes-all price ranges. If living area on 1.22 acres,
retr:gerator provided. you are thinking of selling- -nice. Call Mur Cal Realty
S453 mo deposit & refer- contact one of our courte- 753-4444_
e:7-.-..es required. Call ous and professional NICE 2br 1 bath double
agents at 753-1222 or stop garage, large lot, 1 block
753.6723
by office at 71.1 Main St. horn lake, Blood
River boat
3BR nice carpet & vinyl,
beautiful natural wood up- MUR CAL Realty profes- dock. 436-5321.
stairs with 2 large bed- sional real estate managePRICE reduced' 3BR 2
rooms .downstairs 1 bath in ment, residential, a:rimer- bath
with large yard & storarge corner lot. 605 Syca- cial,(allow us to handle your
age,9mi on 121N.$64,900
more 5450aho 753-2339, real estate headaches) A 489-2296
cost cutting occupancy im753-8767 436-2054
proving move. 753-4444
TWO new custom built
3BR 1 bath house
homes on Larkspur Drive in
,S530 mo lease deposit TAKE a look make an offer, Campbell Estates.
Must
2br lake property. Wilson
T53.8734
see to appreciate. ExcelRealty 121 South. Call
lent floor plans. Call
NICE 2br brick house. ap- 753-5086
753-3903 after 430
p.icances & Arid, 6mo
iease. $400:mo 489-2741.
470
SMALL lbr brick house,
wal..ng distance .to MSU.
Motorcycles
:it-a !ow utilities. 1628
rear $180/mo LAKE property for rent.
3 2339, 753-8767. Very nice 1br just above 1987 YAMAHA Warrior
Wildcat Park, available by looks
2054
and runs great, make
week, month or year.3BR 2 offer 435-4003
or
bath in Lakeway Shores, 435-4511
7
$350/mo with 1yr. lease
For Rent
.753-2339 or 753-8767, 1994 YAMAHA TimberOr Lease
436-2054.
wolf, 250cc, like new,
53000/firm 759-9196
. EA/ Se:t storage
on Center
1994 YAMAHA Timberwolf
rrnd Shoney s
4 wheeler 753-2791 after
4? TO 759-4081"
6pm
. .:)'••=i rent 32x28' shop or BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
siorage 753-3447 Ky 94 underground city utilities in
East
eluding gas. Last available
lot in Preston Heights, lo".ORTHWOOD Storage
cated behind Gatesboreseritiy has units avail-'
ough. $13,900 753-2339
-ice Call 753-2905,
1985 CHEVY Blazer S-10
53 7536
NICE high lot, 110x217 in Tahoe,
2wd. 120,XXX
Misty
Meadows'
next
to
T."ORAGE trailer for rent
miles, $3,000 753-9809.
Oaks
Country
club.
- 7.3 7888
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
753-5691
.7..:••.-ED nice home for
Brougham 2dr, V-8, new
n )..t.rr•ay area avail- SOUTHWEST area VA
battery, well serviced, must
acre building lots, 200ft , sell, $2,350 or best offer.
!st 3 to 5brs,
i:•-s
.
..)0C. sq ft with fro-ntage, restricted, 527-8905.
nice area, price $12,500 435-4548 after
1985 FORD Escort, cruise,
be in Murray 5pm
_a/c, looks good, runs good,
Rich atkopmust sell, great price, ask
753 1222
for April 759-1589 or
753-3713

-."R OLD Quarter horse.
2477

33 ACRES, stocked lake,
enced pasture, greenhouse. 1070 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Estate 753-9898

1986 BMW 325ES automatic. 2dr, a/c, sunroof, excellent condition 753-6669.

...OKSKIN Quarter horse,
rriremely gentle, 6yrs old
5C.0 489 2704 after
and Heifers- Perfor: i•- c.e tested Simmental
o Maine- Anjou
,"sCied _service age
:-..e.'ers Only top
lr.r.e animals of- •,-;
sale All animals
!estc,d and guaran5T11 ..Broactbertt.
s
,Day
5182 night
5170
E 11 IS TE RE D Polldd
...,retwd bulls for sale
gentle bred for growth
4--)st calvng ease All sizes
.aiiabie all bulls guaran••:eri Steven Paschall
▪ 247 3303
ANT to lease pasture
ind to 'graze cattle Call
5.3 7860

K C German Sheppard ex
Gotten! background
ni!aithy free obedience in
• iuded 502 136 2858
_
AC REGISTERED Rot
teeters champion blood'
I NO
5wks old $300 Call
dttur 5pm 901 642 6892

1985 TOYOTA Corolla 5sp,
manual transmission. 4dr,
air, high mileage, good
body, runs great, $1,500
Call after 5pm 753-9013

28R 14 bath brick, very
nice, central h/a, sunporch.
Just outside city. $67,900.
Coleman RE 753-9898

Services
Delved

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

LAMB Brothers Tree
%ice 502-436-5744

RED VW dunebuggy with
telSce •ngin•. disc
brag's. VW bus transmis
soon. now 15 5 tractor tires
on r•ar, must see
492 $723

SW-

LAMB'S tree timming
436-2269 Paul
LAWN care, mowing & trimming 436-2528

Services
Mewl

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35. Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12 1 5
Mon.-Fn., 753-0530

510

1

Services
Offered

Classifieds _Office Open
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday

WINDOW & door repair &
CARROLL'S Custom 'gar
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday
replacement Senior Cit
1989 FORD Aerostar van, den tilling grader blade LAWNS
mowed
V-6, auto, air, pis, pit), work, bush hogging lots (502)759-3133
discount 759-1799
cruise. am/fm "Pe. free
estimates
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
110,XXX mites, $4,150 502-492-8622
houses, mobile homes.
436-5610
CHIM Chlm Chimney brick & vinyl, buildings,
has 10% senior R V 's, sidewalks, free estiSweeps
500
citizen discounts We sell mates (502)753-6490
Used
chimney caps and screens LICENSED for electric and
Trucks
435-4191
gas 753-7203
1984 JEEP Cherokee 4wd.
C & L LANDSCAPING MARC'S lawn service.
price $2,150 759-9711
spring time cleanup, tree
1985 FORD F15 4wd, new removal and trimming, 7534226, 753-4168.
motor. 753-1151 daytime, mulching or hauling, 20 MOODY'S mower repair,
753-6984 evenings.
years experience and free pick-up and delivery.
753-5668.
1988 F250 LARIAT Ford estimates Call 492-8254
4x4, extended cab, $9,000. COUNTERTOPS,
MULCH, delivered Mu..
custom
753-0266.
area. 436-5560.
Homes, trailers. offices
1989 NISSAN hardbody Wulff's Recovery. Murray
PAINTING int., ext. all
•
truck with bed top, good 436-5560
types of home repair, tree
condition, one owner, very CUNNINGHAM'S
Heating estimates. Call anytime
well maintained Call
and Cooing Service Com- 436-5032.
753-5758 before 8pm
installation and ser- PAINTING: Interior, exter4500 burgandy, 5sp, with plete
Call Gary at ior, quality work, reasonvice
air
759-4754
able rates, since 1985.
1994 MAZDA B-4000,6cyl,
bulldozing and 901-247-3089 (Puryear).
cab plus, 4x4, 5sp, red, CUSTOM
Jay Overton, (center) storyteller at the National Scouting Museum,
loaded, 1 owner, 32,XXX backhoe work, septic sys- PLUMBING repairman with
Involves Samantha Edwards (left) and Jon Walle (right) in a storycraftmiles, warranty, mint condi- tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, same day service. Call
Horace Sholar
ing activity along with other students from Murray Christian Academy
436-5255.
tion, $17,500 Day phone
who recently toured the museum.
759-4700, night phone
CUSTOM tilling & small RIDA'S Machine Quilting,
489-2481_
choice of patterns. Phone
bush hogging 489-2995.
502-759-2479, Murray, Ky.
510
DAVID'S cleaning services. We clean vinyl, brick, RILEY Remodeling & Condrive ways, sidewalks, mo- struction. Garages, addiCampers
bile homes, R.V. 759-4734. tions, porches, decks, roof1987 STARCRAFT foldout
ing, vinyl siding & trim, recamper, queen size bed, D & D lawn care, free esti- placement windows.
wardrobe, ac, 2 way re- mates 489-2296
Owner Jerry Riley. Phone
frigerator. 7535949
DRYWALL, finishing, re- 502-489-2907.
_
you consider the matter more objec29' AIRSTREAM rear bath, pairs, additions and blow- ROCKY Colson home re- South dealer.
. tively, you realize you could and
new interior, all systems ing ceilings. 753-4761.
pair, plumbing, roofing, sid- North7South vulnerable.
work, road ready. EXPERIENCED
NORTH
should have made the contract by
drywall ing & additions. All type
753-0114
+ AQJ
adopting a slightly different line of
finishing. References avail- home & mobile home reV7
play. 32 FOOT Holiday camper able. Call Jerry Perkins at pair. Free estimates.
474-2307.
• A 10 96 2
Instead of playing a trump to
$3000. Serious Inquires 436-2060.
+J 97 3
only 502-759-4414.
-the ace at trick two — which seems
HANDY man: Plumbing, ROOFING and painting,
WEST
EAST
a normal thing to do — it is better to
painting, wallpaper, tree & interior- exterior etc., 25yrs
520
+9653
ruff a diamond first and then play
carpentry work. Call Ken experience, 10% discount 4872
Boats
senior citizens. 474-0107. ✓ 5
V J 4 32
474-2131.
the A-K of trumps.
& Rotors
•K Q J 3
•8 5 4
After you learn of the 4-1 diviHERE it is! Reliable, effi- SEAMLESS gutters in+106
sion, you can now take steps to try to
cient lawn mowing at a stalled, residential or com- + Q 8 54 2
FOR sale: 12ft aluminum
SOUTH
eliminate East's trump trick. You
reasonable price. Call mercial, Servall Gutter Co.
boat with trailer, also have Joe's Mowing
4 K 104
stop playing trumps and instead cash
Service, 753-6433.
trolling motor 753-2605
753-5643 for residential SUREWAY
VAKQ 10 9 86
the A-K of clubs, lead a spade to the
Tree & Stump
MARK Twain very nice. and commercial lawns.
•7
jack, ruff a diamond, then play a
Removal. Insured with full
1977, 165hp, 6cyl, Chev J
+A K
spade-to the queen and ruff a club.
& J Lawn Maintenance, line of equipment. Free esMerc. cruise, gold & white,
As a result of these maneuvers,
dependable, reliable, rea- timates. Day or night, The bidding:
tandem axle trailer See at
sonable rates, big or small 753-5484.
South West
North East
your last three cards are the king of
Wayne Darnell Boat Shop,
lobs 502-753-0384.
3•
Pass
Pass
spades and Q-10 of trumps. Dummy
THE Gutter Co. Seamless 2V
9mi South of Murray on
'Pass
Pass
5
has the.ace ofspades:a diamond and
aluminum
gutters, variety 4 NT
Hwy 121.
KITCHEN CABINET REa club; East has-the-nine of spades
FACING Make your old of colors. Licensed, in- 7,
new again with Formica All sured Estimate available. Opening lead — king of diamonds.
and .1-4 of trumps.
colors, tree estimates 759-4690.
Assume you're in seven hearts
When you next_play a spark to
Wulff's Recovery. Murray, YARD
mowing, free esti- and West leads a diamond. There the ace and lead a diamond or a club
KY 436-5560
seems to be nothing to the play and, from dummy, East's .1-4 of trumps
mates 753-6344
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
if you're endowed with a happy-go: succumb to your Q-10.
hedge trimming, landscap
lucky-nature, you win the diamond'
mg, mulching & mulch haulThe success of:this line of play
Tree Trimming'
ing, gutter cleaning-. CleanaFrre EsiSeen:
with the ace and play the A-K of can be traced to the farsighted play
up junk, garbage Odd jobs,
trumps. West shows out and you go of ruffing a diamond at trick two to
Tree Fiemova down one,
also Al househld moving
eventually losing a trump allow for the possibility that East
Free estimates Tim Lamb
trick to East.
might have been dealt four trumps
Landscaping
24 Hour Servia
436-5744.
You can attribute the outcome to the jack. If you don't ruff the
4-1 Tree prolessionals
to bad luck, since the odds were diamond, you wind up leIrding from
Y3fd 44°Yfing
Stump removal, tree sprayabout 3-1 against losing a trump
hand instead ofdummy at trick
Hedge Trimming
ing. serving Murray, Callo• Light Hauling, Etc. trick by this method of play. But if your
12.
way County since 1980
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Free estimates 436-2247
- Tomorrow: Right out of the book.
or 492-8737
Licensed & Insured

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Haste Makes Waste

,,‘t\Ih
Brot e/:

Tree Service clavuP se"42

A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, lht hauling, tree trimming. Mark 436-2528

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

ALL around hauling, mowing, tree work, junk clean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joe. 436-2867

VS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and- parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Orop By And See Our Showroom •

-L
lk
i

409

Sunbury • Murray (Bahinel Bunny Bread)
353-5940

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848.
ARRONS Handyman Co
remodeling and repairs
odd lobs, screen porches
decks, electrical etc
474-8534
ASPHALT driveway sea
ling, free estimates
753-2279

For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us

Ross Roofing
Residential-Commercial
References
Free Estimates
Fully Insured

759-1859
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling foundations.
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service, corn
plate foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt. Con
struction Phone 492 8516
pager 762-7221
BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work gubrankied
753-1134 or 436-5832 •
BUSHHOGGING gardens,
plowed disked driveways
graded 437 4030
CAMCORDER repair &
TIVOV/41941 repair
Wood
VCR Service Center
7530530
COOKSEY S Plumbing
service 436 2667

55,900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq.
ft. BRICK home. Three bedrooms, 2 full
baths,28'great room,eat-in kitchen,large
master suite,' vaulted ceiling, fireplace,
central heat & air and many more atnenities. Custom built on crawl space. Garage, basement and other options available.
Now Offering A
100%
Money-Rack
Guarantee
Auk For Detail.:

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY. MAY 10, 1995
(For your pers)naliied dads Jeane Dison hortiscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-9M-77XX. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

BACKHOE SERVICE
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am, BRENT ALLEN septic tank
automatic, air, 2dr,sunroof, installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
black, excellent condition
759-4081

1988 BLACK Nissan
2BR cottage new Ky Lake, Sentra, new brakes, stratus
$49,500 Coleman RE and clutch, great condition,
753-9898
$2,500
o bo
3BR 1 bath log home. 1250 _,(901)247:378a
sq ft central h/a, vaulted 1988 CHEVY Celebrity
ceilings, great room wall Eurosport, excellent condifireplace. patio .area, tion, 2,300 obo Call
$62,700 489-6075
753-8848 before 8pm
3BR 2 bath brick home 1994 & 1995 NISSAN Alrecently remodeled in town, tome loaded Call 753-7785
central gas heat air,
1994 HONDA Accord EX,
$78,200 Call 753-6098
CD, leather, sunroof,
38R 2 bath duplex, double 12.500 miles, will consider
canaaa on Southwood Dr trade for truck 753-4538
753 7947
FOR sale 1993 Mitsibishi
A FRAME summer home in 3000G1
SL burgandy with
Lakeway Shores on Blood grey leather
interior, 5sp.
River 18/1 newly rernod- asking $22,000 CO
sled with Community ramp 753-8341
$24,000 Call 436 5340 or
376 5100
NICE red 1991 Eagle Summit, 2dr, Sap, with air.
$3.200 354-8105

3 BR•2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561

1985 BLUE Chevy raised
roof Gladiator conversion
van with lots of extras,
local, one owner, make offer Call Bill Kopperud
753-1222 day, 753-6620
evening

530

530
Services
Oftworl

NOW renang lb;apes. College Farm Rd Apts,
$210/per month. Call
753-6716 alter 5pm

BEST COPY AN,

•••• •
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Apertiesess
IFes bat
NOW renting 1 to 3br apt;
behind Bradley Book Co all
have low utilities & we
closer to 1ASU than most
dorms Walk to class with
no parking WOMBS Better
hurry they won't last long
753-2339 or 753-8767

allr

4r--AYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
of America

owe /IMO WOW to/4mo
fame 1990
lets lone Oak Rd. Paducah, ft,4 nom
(302) 554-3267

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEVI' YEAR OF Y01. R LIFE:
The solution will become ohs ions.if
you investigate a problem that has
stymied others. Although the sleek.
ultia-thin look may not he for you.
good health is linked to shedding
extra pounds sensibly. Romance
gets a helping hand when,sou go on
vacation. Build up a cash reserve
once you return home.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: legendary dancer
Fred Astaire. singer Donos an.
actress Teri Copley. basketball player Rony SEikalv.
ARIES (March 21-AprilIt) :
You cannot help laughing at something that happens today . Show sour
tender, sentimental side ss hen dealing with youngsters: their feelings
are easi I‘ hurt.
TAURUS (April 20-May. 201:
Not a good day to take unnecessary
risks. Refuse to he drawn into a
messy emotional situation hy sonicone who is not a alwas truthful.
You need to remain oblecti‘e until
more intommtion is as at lahle.
(;EMIN1 (Ma\ 21 -June 201: A
Lunt I). nicinher becomes a stronger
forCe- in your life. Master a new
technique instead of fighting someone's request that you learn it.
Replacing unhealth habits V,ith
good ones will boost your energs
level.
CANCER dune 21:haft 221:
Instead of. tossing away a financial
plan. help restructure it. A wider
range of work projects makes \ our
joh more interesting. Your fears
;NAM a I:Milk member are.untound
etl: rap,.
(July 2t-Aug. 221. See
things for )oursell before making a
final judgiffent. A championship
perlormance is within reach!..(:tin central': and sou tt iii s1,14:4;feed A

short flight could he the most direct
hue to ne% profits.
IRGO 4Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Rejiabilit‘ is the kes to winning a
_twining battle. Beneficial influences
affect attairs of. the heart. Be Callolc ed. A
liotis where mime% i;
good image is important to ••%, our
et forts to win communal. support.
LIBRA +Sept:
k I. 221:
Something Ii rug -1.Aer:Itic drops into
%our hands now. you reel Inure
coin htnahle when dealing, \Alit] people and issues son alreakh knoW,. II
tired. plas the hermit tonight.
SCOMPIO (Oct. 23-7sio‘. 2 I r
he gift :II lose will heal almost
an thing. Reach out to someom..
his is contused and frightened. A
child's recent work shows promise.
Your ens ounigement is the ke\to
111111FMC111011.

SAGITTARIUS iNos, 22-Dec,
21 Sas -yes- to a unique job or
educational opportunity. A. well
kept SCCICII could he revealed soon
Aging is ities liable, hut yini can see
to it that the process us not hurried.
inate's pro act.
CAPRICORN (Dc... 22-Jah.
I 1fi: Do what wu know still IX' best
IOU )11111.11.1tHre. You can
rite our
own financial ticket a 1.on hrtng, a
big protect in on tulle. Sign up to
help %till) a cominninit Larnpaign.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 201-eh. It3i:
What good is a bargain if you can
afford oi en the first pa‘ mu ent.'
Postpone signing a contract until
nniire [acts and figures are at, ailahle.
Stick ing close to horn'.' strengthens
win taltioil with TII111:11111C partner.
•ES IFeh
2111:
Shared e‘periences are a MIN in
romatke. 11(mcsp2.Ii hikes:sou a winner. (inc credit where it is (tue. A
pat on the hack will help you put a
griod team trigether. Influential pet)
plc ollei support

'11/1)AV'S(.1111.1)RE‘ are energeta . hand\ arid eager to impress their
lined ones. A perkr.tionist streak makes'them do a task ii‘ci and inet again
stinielmies
ilik•st•
Until the). are pleased V1101 the results
lo hate s.hool. the still t11111‘ 11\ `11(1.11."Pc`h I lies gel •11
"
112 "di
ahda \ 1 he itleal pits
often issess tutusalciahle
their peel

vat! take these giegailutis
,ileCt

tIl

01 .I ler10.11 1$.1•Is

in sales or public Telatiiiiis w tiulil suit ',wilt to a lee

••
•••

• '•

•

l'OPY AVAILABLE
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
13

Peter H. Gott. M.D.

' DEAR READER First of all. you
must realize that colas are Junk
food.- that have no nutritional value
and. as such. should only be consum(d in moderation
Although the phosphorus in soda is
not harmful (unless a person cannot
excrete excess quantities because of
kidney disease). the caffeine can
cause problems insomnia. jittenness.
rapid pulse. and excessive urination.
to mention a few In persons who consume a regular. balanced diet, the cal
leme in coffee and cola will not cause
vitamin deficiencies
The general medical consensus is

In a sittnig or lying position. the
patient flexes the knee on the painful
side and pulls the knee across the
body Ali the hip rotates, the tight pin
formis muscle is stretched. increasing
the discomfort
Treatment consists of an easy set of
exercises that can be taught by a chi
ropractor or orthopedic surgeon.
While your neurosurgeon is correct
that not all doctors are familiar with
this syndrome it is real and can easily
be treated by the practitioners 1 men
tinned Ask for a referral
149-,
l'U'F.ft ENTERPRISE .A.SsN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDLE
2
PIZZA,COLD CUTS
SPARER436,CHICKEN )
AND DUMPLINGS'

CALVIN and HOBBES
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BATHINCT SUIT AD:
FT
BLUE NAN AD:
USED TO BE A WOMAN 1.41Tf
r
1.
1
USED TO BE A GORGEOUS,
A PERFECT BODY IN ,A BATHING I SKINNY WOMAN IN JEANS.
SUIT. .NOt.k4, A 40001AN WITH
NOW, A GORGEOUS SHINN
A PERFECT BODY IN A BATHING
IN JEANS HOLDING
SUIT RC/01NC'. ON THE
HER ADORABLE BABY.
BEACH WITH HER PERFECT BABY. i

wonm

V LEISURE WEAR AD:
74 Fr31.IST IN CASE THE LOOK ISN'T-11
USED TO BE A SEXY WOMAN
COMPLETELY UNATTAINABLE,
ti A BREEZY SUNDRESS...
`HEY'vE THROWN IN THE
...NOW, A S
.,EXY WOMAN IN A
rAPOSSiBLE ACCESSCRY
BREEZY SUNDRESS CURLED
••••
UP WITH HER, DARLING BABY.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WANT To &0OUT,EDC-41K2

TELL ME- you WANT To GO
OUT. SPEAK,BOY1

MOM,WHY PcN'T yoU
71-1)ST o1F-N1T-IEDcoR7

SeeAUSE.

I WANT H1141To LeT Us
KNO.Al IN ANOTHER
VAY,THAT P WARTSTO
eo OUTNDE!

WANT
1:.) HIM To
2 INDICATE_
WHAT HE
--WANTS

Q.'

GARFLELD
HERE

IT IS, 3 A.M., ANP
I'M STILL WIPE AWAKE

YOL1CAN'T POSSIBLY REALIZE
1-10w ANNOLdINCr THAT
•

•I•
mi ass
42
1hi
_ .
MALLARD FILI,MORE
r)13L4t
WAYeak
,
iN -flAE

FciA
cookoomm
VP0g.

NOt fVf,44
40M 111. RON
PCIAiN, *UAW.

TODAY IN HISTORY

•

landed 33 fighting fish in a twohour penod at a pond, south of
Murray, when he and his granddaddy went fishing the other
day," from column, "Seen &
Heard -Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Jane Young is worthy -advisor
of Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
Forty years. ago
Pfc. David W. Pullen, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Pullen, is now
stationed with the 23d Infantry
Division at Fort Kobbie, Panama
Canal Zone.
Bethel United Methodist
Church held its dedicatory service on May 8 with the Rev.
Robert E. Farless of Osman, Ill.,
as speaker. This was for the dedication of the new brick churc.- h
building.
Recent births reported at Nlurray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Brandon and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Edd
Scott.
Rachel Rowland, county home
demonstration agent, presented a
program on "International Relations" at a meeting of Murra
Business and Professional
Women's Club held at Murra
Woman's Club'House.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 9, the 129th day of 1995. There are 236
DEAR ABBY
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
DEAR ABBY: Your response
On May 9, 1754, the first American newspaper cartoon was pith"Grieving Widow- %%hose hus(band -fished. The illustration in Benjamin Franklin's "Pennsylvania Gazetdoctor refused to honor the tecm..4
te" showed a snake cut into sections, each part representing an
her husband's living w ill • w a American colony; the caption read, "Join or die."
incomplete.
On this date:
In states where living %%ills and
advance directive's are authorize(i.
In 1502, Christopher Columbus left Cadiz, Spain, on his..fourthand
"ides a hig_a!
final trip in the Western- Hemisphere.
mechanism for the enfOrcement
In 1913, the 17th amendment to the Constitution, providing for the
is not a doctor's province to decide
election of senators by popular vote rather than selection by state
whether or not to hum ii' a p.itii•fil legislatures, was ratified.
advance directive. It is the pro% inp•
In 1926, Americans Richard Byrd and Floyd Bennett became the
of our courts.
first men to make an airplane flight over the North Pole.
An attorney specializing in vide!
In 1936, Italy annexed Ethiopia as Benito Mussolini celebrated in
law would have. immediatek
advised the hospital's legal staff (4
Rome.
the consequences of refusing
In 1945, 50 years ago, U.S. officials announced that the midnight
honor the patient's advance direcentertainment curfew was being lifted immediately.
tive. If the hospital persisted iii
In 1961, in a speech to the National Association of Broadcasters,
attempts to force treatment. the
Federal Communications Commission chairman. Newton N. Minow
attorney could ha vi' obi a i tied. :(
condemned television programming as a "east wasteland."
court order directing the doctor ti •
In 1974, the House Judiciary Committee opened hearings on
withhold medical treatment.
whether to recommend the impeachment of President Nixon.
Elder law referrals are availahli
through the Natiiinal Acadein
In 1978, the bullet-riddled body of former Italian prime minister
Elder Law Attorne‘s. 655 N. Ali'rAldo Moro, who'd been abducted by the Red Brigades, was found in
non Way. Suite II I. Tucson. An/
an automobile in the center of Rome.
85711.
In 1980, 35 motorists were killed when a Liberian freighter rammed
JASON I,. WEISBEM ;.
the Sunshine Skyway Bridge over Tampa Bay in Florida, causing
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
a
1,400-foot section of the bridge to collapse.SANTA ND )NR'A.('A.1.11-In 1987, all 183 people aboard a Polish jetliner were killed when
the plane, bound for New York, crashed and burned in Warsaw.
DEAR MR. WEISBERG:- It is
deplorable that a patient's wishTen years ago: Capping a 10-day European tour with a speech
es should have to be enforced
before' Portugal's assembly in Lisbon, President Reagan lashed out at
with intimidation. I have
the leaders of the Soviet Union and Nicaragua.
received
a passel of mail
Five years ago: President Bush and congressional leaders
inspired by "Grieving Widow's"
announced plans for emergency budget talks, with tax increases and
letter. All stressed the followspending cuts on the negotiating table. The Soviet Union held its Vicing: Put your wishes in writing.
tory Day parade in Moscow's Red Square, celebrating the defeat of
Consult.an attorney to find out
which kind of advance directive
the Nazis during World War II.
for health care is recognized in
One year ago: South Africa's newly elected parliament chose Nelson Mandela to be the country's first black president. Mandela prom- 'your state. Let your family
know your wishes and where
ised a South Africa for "all its people, black and white."
they can locate the original docToday's Birthdays: CBS News correspondent Mike Wallace is 77.
ument should it become necesActor Albert Finney is 59. Actress-turned-politician Glenda Jackson is
sary. And finally, discuss the
59. Producer-director James L. Brooks is 55. Actress Candice Bergen
subject with your physician
is 49. Singer Billy Joel is 46.
when you give him or her a
copy of the document.
Thought for Today: "Television has changed the American child
from an irresistible force into an immovable object."
Laurence J.
Peter, Canadian-born educator (1919-1990).
DEAR ABBY_ My faith it
human kindness was ru•tptit

CROSSWORDS

WIT-HoOf
ScrcAT0-IING
DODR

a
••

Tea years ago
County Jaycees honored at. the
Dr. Keith Heim was presented club's annual installation banquet
"Humanitarian of the Year were President David King, presiAward" at the 10th anniversary dent's award of honor; Joe
reception of Humane Society of McKinney, past president's
Calloway County.
award; Jack Watkins, Jaycee of
Wendy Parker and Tim Black, the Year; and Gedric Paschall,
students at Calloway County .Jaycee International Senatorship.
High School,'were recent winners
Births reported include a boy
of Optimist International Oratori- to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Thompcal Zone Level of Competition at son. April 26.
Murray State University. Both
Crawford McClure was honwill advance to the district com- ored at a dinner in celebration of
petition at Louisville.
his 70th birthday on May 4 at
Dr. R. B. Barton, Virginia
Murray Woman's Club House.
Bolen and Lilly Williams are new
He and his wife, Opal, were marofficers of Murray Ci1111.311 Club. ried Dec. 25, 1921.
Winners of Kentucky-Barkley
Bass 'n Gals Fishing Tournament
Thirty years ago
were Jeannette Storey, Kathryn
The Prayer Chapel at Murray Thomas and Suzanne Cathey.
Calloway County Hospital has
been completed and is now in
use, according to Robert 0. MillTwenty .years ago
Calloway County Grand Jury
er, chairman of the board, and
for May term of Calloway Coun- Bernard C. Harvey, administrator.
ty Circuit Court returned 20 crimS-Sgt. Joe P. Canady, son of
inal indictments in its report to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Canady, is
Circuit Judge James Lassiter on
now stationed at Lincoln Air
May 8, according to the office of Force Base.
Calloway County Circuit Court
"Mark Buckingham, TA son
Clerk James Blalock.
of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy BuckingMembers of Murray-Calloway
ham, is quite a fisherman. He

.66
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LOOKING BACK

that the a‘erage adult should not con
sume more than two or three cans tit
cola (or other caffeine containing be%
Additional fluid
eragesi a day
requirements can be met by consum
mg water. juice and other beverages
To give you more information on vit
amms. 1 urn sending you a free copy- of
my Health Report -Fads 1
Vitamins
and Minerals Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 plus
a long, self addressed. stamped enve
lope to P1) Box 24:13. New York. NY
10163 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I recently saw a
neurosurgeon who feels 1 have the
pinformis syndrome He doesn't know
of anyone who has experience with
this condition or the surgery involved
I'm in a lot of pain and urn very anx
ious to get some relief so I can return
to work Can you assist.
'
DEAR READER The piriformis
syndrome is a type of chronic back
pain caused by trapping of the sciatic
nerve in the buttock by the piriformis
muscle It is diagnosed by a simple
maneuver_

DEAR DR GOTT My family likes
to drink a lot of cola I understand that
caffeine depletes vitamins and calci
um in the body-. but what about the
phosphorus in the soda' A friend indi
cated the phosphoric acid in cola
upsets the phosphorus-calcium balance in the body, but she didn't know
exactly what happens
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.5k Tooke
KID'S?
PEANUTS

MoVIEJE SOMEDAY YOU CAN
EXPLAIN HER TO ME OKAY 7

II
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41°

restored. and I hope you will let oil(
ens know that there are :till stita
Good-Samaritans id the world.
.
ACROSS
40
109"
' Last month, while traVeling
41 —.Gabor.
1 Malt liquor
42 Shadow
Answer to Previous Puzzle
alone with my three small children
4 Actress
closely
a 4-year-old. a 2-year-old w
A
Whitfield
ER
43 Sault —
can barely walk, and a 4-miint h- Id
Mane
8 Nicolas —
in a pack on my hack — I heard
12 U.S.
45 Anger
that our layover in Memphis w
servicemen
46 Beard of
being extended to alint tour
13 Slime
grain
hours. I almost panicked! Although
47 Sommer ID
14 Footless
15 Alternative
48 Black
the kids hlid been good in the
17 Minced oath
cuckoo
plane. they were getting very rest49 Consecrate
19 Estrada ID
less in the terminal.
52 Gallop. e g
20 Kind of curve
As I struggled with.the kids and
54 —_Gowdy
21 — Geller
my
carry-on baggage. a man
22 Sea bird
56 Born (Fr)
approached. I thought he,was glirie
57 Church
23 Excite
A
to ask me to keep the kids quiet. but
calendar
25 Year (Sp)
58 Church part
26 After noon
MMUMMU instead, he told me his name wa,-•
59 Female
(abbr )
Brian — that he had been seated.
OMAR@ MINA
27 Dress border
behind us and had the same cim5-9 © 1995 United Feature Syndicate
28 DC VIP
necting flight lie explained that he
DOWN
29 — —
had nothing to do for the next tour
6 Australia's
16 Adherent
cologne
neighbor
hours, while I appeared to ha% e in%
of (suff )
1 Bygone
32 "Mister
(abbr )
18 Irving ID
hands full. He got us a snack, and
2 Part of face
33 Opens
7 — League
21 Upset
3 High regard
then fed the' bahy. lie held her
35 — dente
(baseball)
22 Australian
4 "Gentleman
36 Antelope
while she slept. and then he enter8 Scoundrel
bird
Prefer
38 "Treasure
tained the ot her ti%ii Hi' ,...taVt'd
9 Pacino ID
23 At what time'?
Island" auth
Blondes.
with us the enttre•A 1 2
then
10 Patron
24 — Lamarr
novelist
39 — Gulager
helped us on the plane
11 Paradise
25 DDE
5 Over there
When we landed in St Petersopponent
12 2
3
5
4
6 ' 184 9
10 11
26 Dance step , burg. he waited to see if we needed
28 Nahoor
help getting off the plane
1 -1
sheep
ran into him again. ‘eith
,
'29 Overhead
wife and kids, in the baggage( claim
rails
17 1
area. Nty husband thanked him..
30 Salvador —
and I told his wife that a litesa%er
31 Jewish month
1
22
he had been. But 1 fiurgut to get his
33 Last mo
34 — — carte ., last name or address. I hope he see._
23 74
2'
,
26
37 Imitate
this and writes to you and identifirs
39 Dog
27
himself
25
2c4
30 31
41- Lucci TV role
GRATEFV1. MOTIIER.
42 Pair
32
74
'lc
ST. PETERS111114 ;•
43 Utah lily
44 Emperor
36
DEAR GRATEFUL: Your let45 — no time
46 Feed the
ter was a genuine upper, 1, too.
40
4
kitty
hope your Good Samaritan sees
•
48 From — — Z
this and writes to me.
4
09 Letters pf
alphabet
• • •
4
I
P
50 Unustd
51 Golf mound
For an excellent guide ii. heromtge !I
52
114
53
better enn•er•ationals•t and a more
55 Elevator
attractive per•on. order "Ho% tie fir
Sign
Popular.- Send a htoonex.••ited. xeIf•
addresied entelope. plus cheek or mortal
order for WIWI 1114.511 en I'anode., to: Illear
Abb) Propulorif Booklet, KO. Buis 447,
7860/81 11401711, Ill_ 41144•11447. Illoodaire i.
laoheiled
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MSU to graduate students May 13

DEATHS
James Rudy Allbritten
James Rudy Allbritten, 79, Murray, died today, May 9, 1995, at
12:14 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Charles W. Perry
Charles W. Perry, 76, Murray, died Sunday, May 7, 1995, at 6:13
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Dr. Ray G. Stark
Dr. Ray G. Stark, 82, Memphis, Tenn., died Sunday, May 7, 1995,
at Baptist Memorial Hospital East, Memphis.
He was the former head of anesthesiology at Baptist Memorial Hospital, and a member of Second Presbyterian Church, Memphis.
Born April 14, 1913, at Kirksey, he was the son of the late Dr.
James V. Stark and Jonnie Mabel Gingles Stark.
His wife, Mrs. Ann K. Stark, and one daughter, Patricia Stark Lambert, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one son, Michael J. Stark, Cordova, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Freida Wrather, Arlington, Va.,; one granddaughter; several nieces and nephews.
Private graveside services will be Wednesday at Memorial Park,
Memphis.
Friends may call at Memorial Park Funeral Home, Memphis, from 5
:J 7 p.m. today (Tuesday).
The family requests that memorials be sent to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.

Mrs. Blanche I. Beach
Graveside services for Mrs. Blanche Irene Beach were Sunday at 2
p.m. at Mt. Carmel United Methodist Church Cemetery, north of Kirksey. Collier Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Beach, 69, Benton, formerly of Kirksey and Murray, died
Saturday, May 6, 1995, at Southgate Nursing Home, Metropolis, Ill.
She was the widow of Magness Beach.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Esta May Crick, Benton; one
sister, Mrs. Shirley Ann Smith, Kirksey; two brothers, Marion Crick,
—
Paducah, and 'Jimmy • DaIe Crick • Kirksey.

Rev. J. Russell Miller
Memorial services for the Rev. J. Russell Miller were Sunday at 11
a.m. at First Baptist Church, Clinton. The Rev. Aubert Rose and the
Rev. Dennis Norvell officiated.
Brown Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Memorials may be made to First Baptist Church, Clinton, KY
42031.
The Rev. Miller, 67, Rt. 5, Murray, died Friday, May 5, 1995, at
11:51 a.m.• at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marjorie Randolph Miller; two
daughters, Mrs. Jennifer Lee Wilson, Fort Myers, Fla., and Mrs. Ann
('lure, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one son, Timothy Miller, Jackson, Mo.;
one sister, Mrs. Viva Patterson, Corning, Ark.; one brother, George A.
McDougal, Ark.; six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Office protects personal information
During your lifetime, Social Security collects a great deal of information about you. Are you con,:erned that other people may be able
to get this information? Don't be —
it's all confidential and protected by
law. Unless you specifically permit
it, Social Security cannot give information about you to anyone without
your permission.
If you receive a letter from Social
Security and have questions about
the information in the letter, call us;
.0.-e are here to help you with those
questions. But the call we receive
must be from you. If you ask
•iorneone else to make the call on
-our behalf, the Social Security
representative is prohibited by law
rom discussing your personal busioess with that person unless you
iuthorize it.
When Social Security began •
keeping records, we decided to use a
numerical identifier, your Social
Security number. The number as•.igr.ed to each person is differeni

This allows us to keep information
about you separate from any other
information. The public was told
that information kept by Social
Security would be regarded as confidential.
Although we can't prevent others
from asking for your number, you
should know that giving it to them
does not give them access to your
Social Security records. The privacy of your records is guaranteed
unless the law requires us to give it
to another government agency or
the information is heeded to conduct
Social Security or other government
health or welfare programs.

A total of 938 students in the
spring class have applied for degrees to be awarded in Murray State
University's 72nd commencement
on Saturday. May 13.
Murray State will begin a new
tradition this spring when the commencement exercises move outdoors. This year's ceremony will be
held on the'green of the university's

Morgan receives honor
Molly A. Morgan,a Murray State
University nursing student from
Calvert City has recently been
named as a 1995 Fuld Fellow.
The Helene Fuld Health Trust
selected one nursing student from
each state, the District of Columbia
and Guam, to receive this honor.
The Fellows were chosen from a
group of 400 top students nominated by deans and directors of
nursing schools in the United States.
As a part of the honor, Morgan
will travel to Great Britain for a
designed
program,
specially
"Transforming Nursing's Vision:
History, Holism and the Health Care
System." This 14-day study tour,
scheduled for July 13-26, will immerse the Fuld Fellows in an intensive exploration of nursing in the
past, present and future.
Morgan and the other Fuld Fellows will begin the program in
Edinburgh, Scotland, where they
will attend a four-day conference on
holistic health care, hosted by the
Scottish Highlands Center for Human Caring. Traveling on to London, they will meet their.European
counterparts at the Royal College of
Nursing's Association of Nursing
Students, visit health care facilities,
study the history of nursing, and
learn about Great Britain's health
care delivery system.
"More and more attention is be
given to relationship-centered
care rather than just disease-care,"
noted Alan S. Trench, consultant to
the Helene Fuld Health Trust, as he
explained this year's emphasis in
holistic health care.
"This program though a departure from our previous traditional
programs on such areas as cancer
care — will expose the Fuld Fellows
to new concepts," Trench said.
"The Fellows will have an oppor-
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awarded second place out of
hundreds of statewide entries. The
subject of his drawing was the
famous composer Beethoven, who,
in Breu's own words,"became deaf
in the latter years of his life and still
wrote nine symphonies and three
sonatas." He added,"disabled people, such as Beethoven, are people
just like us, so be nice."
Brett received a $100 U.S. Savings Bond,an engraved trophy, and
a Certificate of Achievement. Murray Elementary School also received a $75 cash award.

Lyons is a marker maker
UNC-price unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
'Hilliard

The following Calloway County
students will receive Bachelor's Degrees:
Melesa K Adams, Bobby Allen,fins Allen,
Lisa Allen, Barbara A Ailing, Robert Lance
Allmon, Donna Walker Atkins, Kerte Atkins,
Amy Bailey, Leigh Anne Barrett, Valerie
Ann Barrett, Anthony Steve Barron, Darrell
Dwayne Real, Reims"
Beny, Holly
Nicole Blalock, Donald Scott Bridges, Jennifer l Bnuon Gariand, Stephanie Caroline
Carraway, Nichole Duelleue Cartee, Beverly
Ann Carter, Paula Warren Cathey, Joseph
Martin Omaha" III, Stephanie Leanne Clem,
Ens Chnsune Coggman, Jonathan Eric Coleman, Lon Ann Corbui, Mark Cotton,
Cynthia M Cnpps,Jusun T Crouse, Kelly .1
Dalton, Diane Mane Davis, Pamela A Hanoi
Dawes, Charlotte Dawson, Allison Clare
Diaz, Rodney II. Dallas, Susan Elizabeth
Earhean, Brian M hells, ion Allison England, Jeffrey C. English.
Jeffrey H. Enoch, Jennifer F. Fairbanks,
Kathryn Denise Finnearty, Brent E. Ford,
Sandra L Garfinkel, Kimberly Kay Gibson,
*Gregory 0. Gierhan, E.L Gold, Aleisha G.
Griffin, Shen Leigh Gupton, krry Norman
Hall, JoyceLyn Beth Hardin, Nathan Leon
Harmon, David Houston Hawley, Bnan
Martin Higgs, David E. Hightower, Enc B.

gr
Kiree
thys:Dornescik -Adams,Ora Brendan Akudinobi, Patricia E. Bombs,Coley E. Bradley
III, Robert George Busch, Jr., Vickie Michele Hoagland.Couch,John Fii/.8,i.t.b.cri,„
Margaret Houston French, Yoko Hatakeyama, Macy T. Helbock, Joan& Renae
Herndon, Jerry Wayne Houston, Charles
Richard Jones, Bobby Ann Lee, Cathy
Thoma Manning, Timothey Brent Mast,
Le$11 McKinney,Piboon Nawauanathawom,
Joseph Kelly Nelson, Rachel Renee Olsen,
John Livingston Pendley, James Philippi,
Timothy A. Pittman, Suzanne Jane Simon
Ryan, Crystal Suzanne Stations, Suhandi L.
Sutedja, Nona Bazzell Tahers, Marjorie J.
Wagner, Wei Wang,Timothy Sean Warlick,
Lori Malcolm Webb, Stefani S. Weis, Stephanie Lynne Wyau and Weiguang Zhong.

Hogancarnp, Sharyn Kay iler Hollingsworth, Kimberly S. liosford-Paschall, Amy

Lynn Howard, John W. Hudson, Alias
Suzanne Hunt.
Bndgeue Bunten Hutson, John Clinton
Hutson, Chris Edward Jackson, Jenny Rebeieca Kia
Jordan, Denise Cunningham King,
Rick
y, Mane Elena Korrnehnk,
Catherine Charlene Knzan,Tana Mane Lane,
Bryon T. Mason, John Herbert Mayberry,
Brian Wade McClani, Tanya Ann Nichols
McClard, Stephanie McDowell, Joseph Pirtle Meeks Jr., Andrew Jerome Meyers,
Angelis Gail Miller, Matthew F. Miller,
Allison Mick Millikan, Terry Jay Mitchell,
Angela R. Monroe, Joseph Brentt Nance,
John Bradley Noffsinger, Stephen M. Parks,
Natascha E. Parnsh.
David E Pennington, Rhonda Summers
Perry, Thomas M.Poole,Sherry K. NewSOITI
Nrsiotn, Marti:041r Ridgleyjitniberly Fay .
Roberts, Dianna Lynn Robinson, June
Rose-Batts, Tracy Michael Ross, Steven R.
Rowhuff, Susan Young Sammons, Matthew
Carl Saunders, David A. Scott, Vesta Neil
Scott, Cindy Elaine Shew, Thomas Edward
Shown, Jason Ray Sims, Wendy Smotherman, Todd Michael Specs, Stacy Hughes
Stratton, Laura I. Swam, Sara Ellyn Thompson, Jennifer L. Thom,.leresa Karen Todd,
Ginger E. Veal, Alison Mane Ward, Bnan
Linn Why hark, Michael David Wilson, Beverly Susan Winchester, Claud Bnnts Wornmack, Rase Jeffcoat Wyatt, Bradley Wayne
Young and Janie Lee Vaughn Zehnder.
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$3500
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GREAT VALUES THROUGHOUT THE STORE-EVERY DAY'.
e Murray's Best Dressed Men Shop'

Furniture and Mattress

A
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239

$699

Eve Day
In ay!
Only...

W43ts Digital Filter

Prices as of 9 a.m.

In this

a.m. An elevated stage will be
located at the north end of the Quad.
Chairs will be set up on the grass for
graduates and guests. Seating will
be available on a first-come basis
for family and friends. In the event
of rain, the ceremony will be moved
to Racer Arena.
Among the 938 degree candidates are 735 for bachelor's degrees,
192 for master's degrees and 11 for
associate degrees. They represent
20 states and II foreign countries.
Since spring commencement is the
only graduation exercise ofthe year,
graduates from both the 1994 and
1995 summer classes,as well 4s 555
mid_year graduates are also invited
to participate.
Speakers for the ceremony will
be this year's Outstanding Senior
Man and Woman, Dave Washburn
of Benton and Sara Thompson of
Murray.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and registrar, said the exact number
of graduates will be determined
when school officials have checked
individual records for each candidate to certify that all graduation
requirements have been met.
The following Calloway County
students will receive Associate's
Degrees:
Bradley Douglas Kessler, Emily Janean
Mahsan,. Duane E. Perry and Daron
Wilson.
The following Calloway County
students will receive Master's De-
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Stock Market Report
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tur.ity to see first-hand the effect
that holistic care has on nursing.
The knowledge they acquire will
position them to be informed providers as this approach continues to
impact health care in the United
States."
The Fuld Fellowship program
was created in 1986 to promote an
awareness of nursing as an international profession.
"These students are the future
leaders of the profession," said
Eleanor D. Kress, administrative
vice president of Marine Midland
Bank, which acts as trustee of the
Fuld Trust. "Exposure to the global
issues in nursing will help prepare
them for this role."
The selection process for the Fuld
Fellows was coordinated by the
National Student Nurses' Association. Dr. Robert V. Piemonte,
executive director of the National
Student Nurses' Association, acted
as chairman of a selection committee made up of eminent nurse
leaders and educators.
Morgan was invited to the National Student Nurses' Assocation's
annual convention, where she was
acknowledged at an awards banquet. The convention was in April
in Charlotte, N.C. Her trip was
supported by the Murray State office of academic student affairs, the
dean's office in the college of
science, and the department of nursing.
When Morgan returns to Murray
State this fall, she will share her
impressions and knowledge, both
formally and informally, with their
fellow students and faculty. At the
end of the year she will submit an
essay on her experiences. The
author of the best essay will be
invited to attend the 1996 Fuld
Fellowship Program as a Distinguished Fuld Scholar.
The Helene Fuld Health Trust is
the largest private charitable trust
devoted solely to supporting nursing education, and is administered
in New York City by Marine Midland Bank.
The National Student Nurses'
Association, also located in New
York City, is the national organization for students in associate baccalaureate, diploma, and generic graduate schools of nursing. Its membership is currently 40,000.

Investments Since 1854.

If a business asks you for your
Social Security number, you can
refuse to give it to them. However,
they may not let you make the
purchase or give you the service you
are requesting without the number.
Be careful with your Social Security
number and keep it confidential
whenever possible.
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Federal Stale Market News Service May 9, 1995
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report includes 3
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Brown wins poster contest
In January of this year the students of Murray Elementary School
participated in the 1995 "Color Me
Beautiful" poster contest. This was
a statewide contest sponsored by the
Kentucky Developmental Disabilities Planning Council.
Their goal was for students to
engage in an activity that would
help them understand that people
with developmental disabilities
have the same needs and desires that
all of ds have — to be accepted, to
participate, to interact with others,
have the opportunity to grow,and to
succeed in the effort to .exercise
basic individual rights.
Murray Elementary is proud to
announce that one of their own
students, Breu Brown, the 8-yearold son of Ted and Sachiko Brown,

"Quadrangle." Known as the
"Quad" on campus, the grassy area
is the academic center of the Murray
State campus and is bordered by
four historic buildings: Wilson Hall
and Wells Hall, both of which
opened in 1925, Loveu Auditorium
(1928), and Pogue Special Collections Library (1931).
Commencement will begin at 9
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A special collection of letters
written by the
children of North and East
Elementary Schools on
"Why I Love My Mom.”

.;•44*

Clockwise: Jennifer and Taylor Owen Hale, Amy, Blake and Matt
McReynolds,Rits and Kristin Boggess,Mary Ann and Lee Ann Orr and
DeAnn and Claire Barnett wish all moms a "Happy MOtheris Day."
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Rita Price's Class

SPECIAL
On BIBLES (Free Engraving)
& Many Other Gift
Items Throughout The Store

To my mom Jennifer Garland,
Why I love my mom:
1. My mom does things for me.
2. My mom loves me.
3. My mom cares for me.
4. Even when I do bad things, my
mom still loves me.
5. Why do you love me mom?
'
I love you mom,
Jessica Payne

Great Gtfts For Moms and Grads!
Court Square Murray
753-7222

Everything MQrrn
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,
k,
_

Boxed Chocolates
Bulk Coffee
20%
_ Off

ENGLISH FARMS''\
SPECIALTY FOODS
Univ. Gift isltva Yeatsai
Imported Chocolates (Lindt & Ghirardelli). Teas,
Extraordinarily Sweet Diabetic Selections,
Baskets, Handmade Jellies. and More.

10th & Arcadia
Murray
753-0921
M-F 10-5
Sat. 10-2
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Moms of any age
will appreciate a gift
from our cosmetics
department...

I love my mom because she is
ows there for me. Wene I am sad
she helps me feel better. Wene I
am sick she gets me metson. That
is way I love my mom.'
Candice Coy
Why I Love My Mom
I. I love her because she love me.
2. I love her because she lets me
spend the night at places.
3. I love her because she lets me
have 8 catapelars.
I love you mom,
Danielle Marie McMillen
I love you because your always
nice to me and you help me read
big words. I all so love you
because you give me what I
need.
Kimberly George
Dear Mom,
I love you because you help me
realize when I do something
wrong and you cheer me up when
I am sad.
To my mom Debra Paschall
From her daughter Lindsay Paschall

I love my mom because she
takes good care of me when I am
sick. I take care of my mom she
she's sieketo: Me and my mom are
good friends.
Dana Dambra
I love my mom because I
wouldn't be here if it weren't for
my mom. Plus she's always been
understanding. So mom how about a chalklet kiss.
Tiffany Cappello
Mom I love you because I
wouldn't be here without you. I
love you so much! You could not
get any nicer. I am very luck to
have a mom most kids don't ave
moms.I wish you would notspend
so much money on me.
Emily Perry
Why I love my mom...
1. She always makes the right
decisions.
2. She helps _me with homework.
3. She takes care of me.
4. She's always looks her best.
5. There are more reasons but it
would take a 1,000,000 sheets of
paper!!!
Tyler Boggess

Dear Mom,
I love you because you are
specal wine becaus you play whit
me and ride bike whit me.
Dusty Hays
Dear Mom,
I love you becuse you bring me
to school you will not leave me.
you take me places and you feed
me.
Your son,
Brent Stalls
I love my Granny because she
cooks for me and helps me wen I
am hurt. She help me in any wha
she can.
Shelly Martinez

I love you because you are
sweet and you or nice. You teath
me alot of things. I love you alot

I love my mom because...
1. You gave me a perfect home.
2. You let me go places.
3. You give me what I need.
Kristen Perrin
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I Don't Let Mom's

b
•

: Special Day Go :
Unnoticed!

I love you mom because you
take good care of me. When I'm
sick you buy me medicin. You
feed me breakfast, lunch and dinner. You help me find my clothes
in the morning. You take me
plases.
Mary Thorn
Why I Love My Mom
1. She cooks for me.
2. She help me with my homework.
3. She makes the rite decisions for
me.
4. She lake care of me.
5. She by stuff for me.
6. She help mc when I am in
trouble.
7. She give me 63$ won ball
cards.
Sam Wilson

Bring her to August Moon
for an authentic oriental
dining experience.

All-You-Can-Eat Buffet
only$599

White Shoulders

I love mom because she always
tells me "I love you!"and "You are
the best duater in the world?" And
notjust that. I love her because she
is so nice, and she trets me with
respect. She lets me do lots of
stuff. Sometimes I get bord, and
she'l play games with me. When
I'm sad she get sad, because I'm
sad. I think she's the best mom in
the world, and I love her!
Heather Kohr

I love my mom becuse she takes
me places like to Wal-Mart and
the Dollar Store. You by me candy
and cooks.
Roger Henson

•

Estee Lauder
Germaine Montiel
Aramis For Men
Charles of the Ritz
Cologne Line by

you do sweet I guess because you
are sweet. You give me stup and
give and give me evcrthing I need.
You or the best.
Ashley Henderson
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Nancy Lovett's Class
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I love my mom because she
washes my clothes. She cooks for
me. She has feelings for me.
Todd Smith

gess you could not ask for any
more! I love you mom!
Love,
Samantha

My mom is the best because she
takes care of me and Megan, and
she cookes for my family,and she
sometimes ties my shoes. She
works and makes money, and
when I'm sick, she helps me get
better. When she goes to Mama
Sue's house and I don't want to go,
she sometimes let me stay at
home. When I'm feeling bad she
makes me feel a lot better. But
she's sometimes a little bossy. But
I still love her.
Robin

I love my mom because she
loves me. She takes care of and
most of all if you didn't have a
mom who would feed you and
wash your clothes. You just need
to love your mom.
Tiffany Jones

-I love my mom becaus she buys
me clothes,food and other things.
She is always there when I need
her. She can keep secrets. That is
why I love my mom.
Erin Dick

, me
me.
eed

I love my morn because she's a
family member. She cooks meals.
Ordprs me ice cream. Buy's food.
Zachary

she
1
wha

I love my mom because she
helps me when I hape problems.
She buys me clothes. She buys
food for me to eat. She gives me
toys and she gave me my own dog.
That's why I love my mom.
Meagan Parrish

ed.

fou
I'm
'ou
linles
me

I love mom because she takes
care of me. She gets me clothes to
wear. She takes me places with
her.
Matt Dix

have to respect that.
Meagen Dick

I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She loves Me,
I love my mother because she is
she cooks my food, she takes me special to me. When I'm scared
places, and because buys me she'll always be there for me. She
things.
helps me write my letters to the Trisha
hospital. I love her very much.
Megan Thweatt
I love my mom because she
cooks for me and washes my
1 love my mom because she is
clothing for me too. She takes me very Special to me.She washes my
places with her. She buys me stuff clothes and she feeds me breakalso. She is special -to me too. fast, lunch, and supper. I love my
Roger
mom very much.
Cody
The reason I love my mom is
she's my mom,and she takes care
I love my mom because she
of me. She'll take me places like helps us do our chores. She help us
miniature golf, Dennison-Hunt, aroud the house but some times we
Read more Book Store, and that's have to do all the chores, which
why I love my mom.
we don't care.
Ryan Cobb
Clista

I hive my mom because she is
there when I need her. She is nice. " Why I love my mom? Because
I help her with the chores. My she takes good care of me. She
mom tries to do everything she helps me with things I don't know.
She does the laundry. She does the
can. She loves me too.
dishes. She also vaccuums the
Sarah Child
house. That is why I love my
I love my mom because she MOM.
helps me when I'm stuck on some Jessica
thing and she take me places.
Why I love my mom is becaues
Courtney
she cares about me and she washes
I love my mom because she is a the dishes so I can cat off the plate
good mother. She does the laun- clean. She does the laundry and
dry and she cookes for our family. puts them away. She makes supWhen I get punished I deserve it. I per for mc and she helps me. I just

Scho
ol
Meal
s
We serve

education every day-

Why I love my mom is because
she washes my clothes, and because she takes care of me. There
is another reason why I love my
mom; because she loves me.
Jared
love my mom becaues she is
nice to me. She takes me places.
She washes my clothes for me.
She buys me stuff. She cookes
good food for me all the time. She
will take good care of me all the
time. That is why I love my mom.
Justin Barnett

I love my mom because she is
very special to me. She washes my
clothes, she fixes me food, she
takes care of me, and she buys me
things. I don't know what I would
do with out her.
Josh
I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She washes our
clothes and fixes our food. She
buys us food, clothing, and toys.
Meagan Rogers
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Mrs. Bohannon's 3rd Grade Class
My mother is nice. My mother
is fun. My mother loves me.
Jacob Adkins
This is why I love my mom.She
is sweet like a rose and helps me
when I have a problem and dose

the best to tack care of me. I love
my mom!
Your Daughter,
Michelle Young
My.mom is sweet because when
even I am broke she gives me

money and she takes me to the
movies and swiming and she takes
me every where.
Love,
Aaron Gearheart

she always take me to the Easter spoiles me some times. If I had
egg hugt and she always get me a another mother I wouldn't love her
kind meals.
as much. Here's a special pome
Darran
just for her. I love my mother, I
wouldn't care for another,she's the
I love my my mother be- best.
My mom is sweet because when - cause...she cares for me. She
Erica Anderson
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I love my mother because she is
special to me. My mother is a good
cook. I'm glad she is my mother.
She cares about me and to my
sister. I love you very very much
mom.
Love,
Lindsay Johnson

Meadowcraff
(io) II
(m)

I love my mom because she
cares for me and cooks good food.
Love,
Troevor Webb

&iadfiegiree

Dear Mom,
This is why I love my mom. I
love mother because she helps me
with homework and she love alot
and she make delicious foods and
she love roses and I think my mom
is sweet. I love yotr.
'
Love,
Kelly Arnold

SAVE 30%-46%
On All Styles
A. Table & 4 Chairs reg. $696
Now $469*
B. Action Chaise reg. $237
Now 8149"
C. Chaise Lounge fog. Uzi
Now '219"
D. Spring Chair reg. $164

I. 5 pc. sat
Table & 4 Chairs

I love my mom because she gets
me things and buys me toys and
she cooks mc delicious food. She
gives me hugs and kisses. She lets
me make cookies.
Love,
James Scott

Now '114*
E. Litt Ott Cocktail Table rag $132
NOW $8995
F. Glider rag. $312
G. Leg Chair reg. $126
Now *79*
H. Table & 4 Chairs reg. $616
Now 8399"
I. 5 pc. set Table & 4 Chairs rag. $566
NOW 4299"

B. Action Chaise

H. Table & 4 Chairs

F. Gilder

D. Spring Chair

G. Leg Chair
E.. Lift Ott
Cocktail Table

igi4Ce
208 E. Main

•

I love mother becase she takes
mc to the movies and skating. She
makes dumplings rolls. I love you
mom. Happy mothers day.
Adam I assiter

91
/9
"

This is why I love my mother,
because...she takes care of me,she
loves mc, she cooks good, she's
special, she hugs me, she kisses
mc, she makes me smile, she's
funny, she helps mc with my
homework and most of all I love
her. I love you. Happy mothers
day.
Whittany Chapman
I love my mother because she is
nice to mc. My mom is a good
cook. She is a good special mom to
me. Love you mom.
Your Daughter,
Tabatha Smith
.1 lave my mom becauseshe has
always been there for me when I
hurt myself. She cooks delicious
food like gravey and other good
foods. She helps me with my
homework and she has always
been there 'hen I get sick. Thanks
for beidinhere for me • mom.
Love your daughter,
Kayla Crick
I love my mom because she
makes the best lood ever. She

Store Hours: 9 a.m.-530 p.m. • 7534834
Soo Page 13
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Sheila Cooper's P3/134 Class

I had
ve her
ponac
her, I
c's the

I love my mom because she is a
loving and sweet. If you were sick
she would take care of you like a
baby. She is the greatest person in
the whole world.
Kimberly Dyer

she is
good
)ther.
3 my
much

I love my mom because she is
speicall and she is nice. I also love
my mom because she takes care of
me all the time. She also takes me
too places. Some times if I am
good she'll by me toy's.
Cory Smith
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TUESDAY, MAY 9, 1995

I love my mom because she
helps me in scouts and takes me to
piano lessons in Lyngrove. She
also remembers my birthday and
Christmas if she has a nough
money. She will take me places
and this summer she's going to
teach me how to swim.
Brook Dcincs
I love mom because she is nice
to me and she cooks for mc too and
she takes me playsis too.
Love,
Steven K.
I love my mommy because she
is a very nice mommy. She is so
nice because she has no chores.
My modimys name is Ginger. She
works at Murry day care. She has a
boy frind named Barry. He has a
little girl who is 11'h. My mommy
is 33. Her favorite man singer is
Bily Ray Sins her favorite girl
singer is Reba Makentier.
Tia Myers

I love my mom bccuse she buys
me somthing. I love my mom a lot.
She is relley nice to me. She loves
me too. One thing I have to do is
go to sumer school. She cooks for
me and dens for me.She love me a
lot. I love mom.
Jennifer Gilbert
I love my mom, she's take me
swming and takes care of me. and
takes mc grocery shopping. and
takes me to the park.
Latena Sanchez
My mom love mc. I love my
mom because she takes me places.
She reads mc stories. She always
takes me out to cat. She teaches mc
games.
Jenny Harrell
I love my mom because she is
so nice for takeing me to Disney
World and Universal Studios and
Cocoa Beach and for getting stuff
for my Birthday. When I got sick
she would care for mc and when I
got hugery she aleast told me
something to cat.
Corey Underhill
I love my mom bccusc she is
nice. I love my mom becuse she
lets me play outside. I love my
mom becusc she gives me money.
Aaron Stevens
I love my mom because we go
lots of places together. She plays
baseball with me.
Jantzen Litchfield

Dear Mom,
I love you very much you help
me with my home work an you let
me go walking and I am lcky I
have you for a mom. I do love you
mom.I no sometimes I get on your
nevem but you still love me and
that caster was fun. But it is over

mabby next time we can have
much fun aginc.
Michael Zettcrburg
I love my mom bccase she is so
kind. I love my mom very very
much. If we have to have something she mite buy it. I love my

'ELIZABETH ARDEN
Fragrances 11111
ri ‘
s
411 11
Red Door

Blue Grass

1Z4b 4
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL

RED DOOR

.d,;)
FREE Sample 1,tke
Sunflower 7f.;:•:::•";,;-/-,
‘:,-1,1••••••::
•::• .
with
Elizabeth Arden
Purchase

Sleepwear

Everyday - 6 a.m. 'HI 11 a.m.

,I f

'2 Eggs 'Bacon or Sausage
*Flash Browns •Biscuits & Gravy

ONLY $111.85
Don't Miss Our...

Slippers by:

MOTHER'S DAY BUFFET

ARLS>>1SOTONER

11 a.m. 111 2 p.m.

1111%
)
DFARtoAms

.Meats 'Vegetables •Salads
•Homemade Rolls 'Desserts

ONLY

1 7' 1

Sunflowers
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Rest IJ.rant

$395
•

Gowns, Robes, :I /"''
Pajamas in Cotton
Blends, Knits and
,/ 11
Nylon Tricot
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* FREE Gift Wrapping
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II See Page 13
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mom day and night also every
minute of the day. Also If I am
sick she helps me get better. I am
so lucky I have her. She takes care
of MC. Also she is a good cook.
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Shirley Wall's Class
I love my mother becuase she is
my mom.She is nice.She gave my
brother Justin a me a dog. She
gave us 20 dollar for Easter. My
mom is pretty.
Tori Hicks

My mother lakes care of me.
She also gets me things that my
father said no to but sometimes
she says no too. A lot of times my
mother takes me to McDonaIds if I
am feeling sad. Last year my
mother took me to McDonalds

Just In Time For Mother's Day
40% Off
• Silver Chests • Jewelry Boxes
• Recipe Boxes • and much more

3gelecllons
- Dixieland Crr. 753-8808

NOSSiMatagliellatatielliaiRM01591110.91S1

Sizzling
Summer
SandalSale

because we won a basketball
game.
Zac Larson
I love my mom because she is
special to me. She is nice to me.
She lets me play with my friends.
On Easter she got me lots of stuff.
We play a lot together. She takes
me to town with her and that is
why I love my mom.
Love,
Ashley Kirks
I love my mother because she
made me. She buy's me toys and
food and clothing. But the best of
all she loves me.
I love you moma.
Sarah Tucker
I love my mother. She makes
me cookies and cake and she loves
me.
Crystal O'Bryan
I love my mother because she
takes me,to the park and buys me
things and takes me places. —
Jon Parris
I love my mom because she,
raises me,feeds me,and takes care
of me. She loves me even though
she is not there for me at school. It
doesn't matter because I still love
my mom.
Tara Cheek
I love my mother because my
mother gives me allowance. For
my birthday my mom got me a
trampoline. She lets my friends

Save Up To

25%

Nrmv
war
al*Ack

?VW

Chostnut Hills • Murray
753-6242

Pelject Puce

Ky. Oaks Mall - Paducah
443-1331

)11111109MIIMBINIMENSIMBRIONIAIII

love my mother becous she
takes us to the park. And she buys
us toys too. This is the best part,
she helps us read.
.Adam Geary
I love my mother because she is
nice and kind and she pushes me
on the tower swing and it is fun.
Kristin Eldridge
I love my mom because she
takes care of me anb she Iv me and
I take care of her. She lets me have
fun.
Joshua Younger
I love my mother because she is
my mother. She bakes my favorite
kind of cookies, chocolate chip
cookies.
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I love my mother because she
provides me food, cloths, shelter,
and some things I really don't need
but I would like to have like
candy, and toys, and stuff. But
really I love her because she cares
for me and I don't want anything to
ever happen to her becaue I love
her, and I will untill the day I die,
possibly longer! That's why I love
my mother.
Derreck Tinsley

six
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I love my mother because she is
my mom and she buys me things
that I need. I think she is a nice
mother and she loves me. I think
that she takes good care of me and
she loves me. That is why I love
my mother.
Krystal Howard
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I love my mother because she
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I love my mother because she
helps me with my homework
every night. I love her because
when I cook she says, "This is
good, Lisa. I like your cooking."
Lisa Ross

!"
t
zo•
.,411.4

Eastland • Timberland • Giorgio Brutini
What's What • Mootsies 'Footsies • Nike
I .A Gear • Bass • Not Kidding • Dexter • SAS
For the wholefamily!

Ai °We

I love my mother because she is
nice. I love her. I love her so much.
My mom lets me play with my
Barbie. She lets me go to the park.
I help my mom.She lets me play in
the pool.
Shanna Scott

I love my mom because she
buys me the stuff I need for school
and other stuff. I love my mom
because she bought me some
clothes. My mom bought me
games too.
Bobby Miller
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Choosefrom select styles of:

74e Pelject Pal?

I love my mother because she
takes good care of me. When!was
a baby my mother would feed me
and dress me up in pretty stuff.
Now that I'm grown my mom
plays games with me. Mother lets
me ride my bike farther.
Cassie Serrau

Eric Johnson

Lleli

May 7th - 13th

sHoe
sensaTion

spend the night and after supper
she give me a popsicle. She takes
care of me.
Ben Crittendon
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Dear Mom,
I love you because you are
special. You are pretty.
Love,
Jonathan
Dear Mom,
I love you because your special.
You are special because your
pretty.
Love,
Jessica

.011.

AT&T

Dear Mom,
I love you because you are
special. You cook for me and I
cook for you.
Love,'
Malinda Caldwell
Dear Mom,
I love you because you are the
best mom in the world. I will love
you for ever.
Sincerely,
Chris
Dear Mom,
'You arc special because you
cook for mc. and you work for me
and you are nice for me.
Love,
Brian
Dear Mom-,
I love you because you are nice
to me. You are special because

he

19"
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Trimline Phone

NEW 18-Pc. EZ Topps Servin' Saver Food Storage
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mountable
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Incl. FREE
Recipe Magazine
(S2.69 Value)
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10-Cup Coffee
Maker

'69'9

8-Pc. Royale Cookware Set
includes 7- and 10 1/4-in. open
try pans. plus 1- and 2-qt
saucepans. and 5-qt. Dutch
oven with vented covers.
Nonstick interiors Spruce.

$399
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4-Pc. Steak Knife Set h3s
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serrated edges. molded black
handles with comfort grips
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New Items
Arriving Daily!
Primitives •

Gy-t shop

By Way of the Grapevine
121 South to Old Salem Rd.

Mr. Beam's Class
I love my mother because she is
my mother and she loves me.
Julie Denham

She tack cere ef me. She bys me
toes.
Brad Colson

why. I love my mother.
Love,
Jessica I.

Dear Mom,
I love you so much thet I wesh
that you would take me to desnewerd. Then I hope that she
tuks me to Calt, N.C.
Love,
J.D.

Why I love my mom is because
she is allways there for me. I love
har a hole lot. I wish she would
come home and I wish you would
cwet your job but you can't because you have to get money for
us and you hafe to by groshes to
feed use. I stell love you momy. I
stell wish you could spend more
time with me. I love you a hole lot.
I MI never stop loveing you
momy.
Love,
Jennifer Bowman

I love my mom because she
dose alot of thinks with me and she
lets me go plases by myself arid
she lets my friends come over to
my house.
Adam Renfroe

Why I love my mother. She bus
nisc thoingck for me. She leses
me get a way wthe seme thingck.

Daer Mom,
I love you. You are like ate
rossis to me in your cooking is
good. I teulcy you need a hug.
Sam Holt

Special Gifts
For Your
Special
Mom!

I love my mom. My mom Likes
good care of me. She loves me so I
love her. She theres partes for me.
My mom is the persin I love most.
I love my mom.
Love,
Amber N.M.
I love my Mom because she
buys all my clothes. I love my
mom because she takes care of me
when I am sad. I love my Mom
because she loves me. I love my
mom because well, she is my

I love my mother because she MOM.
love's me very much. She is very Krystal Thorn
nice to me. She let's my anything.
I love my mom because someI wont'to have. I love my mother
because she's the only one who times she buys me boys. She helps
love's me very much. She's nice
then anyone eleses mother. That's • See Page 11

To Special Mothers

EVERYWHERE
Mother's Day was observed in 1907
at the request of Anna Jarvis of
Philadelphia, PA, who asked
her church to hold a service in
memory of all mothers on the
anniversary of her mother's death.
Throughout the years, Mother's
Day has become an annual opportunity to thank Mom for being the
wonderful person that she is. Don't
miss the chance to tell your Mom
how special she is to you on Sunday,
May 14, and raw flu_ of the year.

.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd Street
Terry &

Murray
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Ms. Redick's P3/P4 Class
I love my mom because she
loves me. I like to go shoping with
mom. I'm the only one who likes
to go shoping with you. Even if it
is not fun but you are shwet as a
appl and•reven shwet. And as
beautiful as a huuerfly. And as
beautiful as a bird and a flawr.
And I love you mom. And even
shweter vraey day.
Love,
Danny McCuiston

me wonderful birthday presents. I
love her because she made girlscouts. I love my mom becaus she
loves me very very very much!
Love,

mom takes me places. My mom
takes me to the Kingdom Hall of
Jehova's Whitnesses.
Love,
Michelle Jarvis

Rachel Nicole Barber

I love my mom because she is
nice to me and I love her just for

I love my mom because she
loves me back. She help me stiidy
for test. She lets me play the
Nintindo. She helps me clean my
room and mom I'll always love
you.
Love,
Anthony Martin

I love my mom becamuse. . .
she is very nice. And she buy us
food. And she buy sometime toy.
Mom very cool sometime. Mom
I love my mom because she
we became God love you to. Me
and brothers to an dad. Even you loves me,she is preety and lovely,
we love you. Even you helps me she is proud of me and nice. She is
with my homework. I love you beautiful.
very very very much. You take me Love,
to girl scots. I have peaform you. Caleb Duke
Even I like psa.
Love,
I love my mom because she
Crystal Brumnley
raised and she loves me.I love her
because she supports and feeds
I love my mom because she me. If it wasn't for my mother I
sweet,neat and nice. She is so nice wouldn't be here today. My mom
she bought me and my brother a makes cloths so I look nice. My
jeep.She settles fights with me and mother disoplins me so I will be a
my brother. She lets me spend the smarter child. My mother taught
night with Heather Marie Roscoe. how to ride my bike. My mother
And helps me when I'm sick. She also taught me how to read and
bandeges my boo-boos. She gets write and many other things. My

May
Specials
1 Month Unlimited
$40.00
Buy 10 Visits
2 FREE!
early Bird Special
U-F 840-1200
Sat. 8-10
New Hours Effective 118y /4
84-7h. 8:00-8:00
Friday 8:00-7:00
Sot. 8:00-8:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00

the pcason who she is and I have
my mom with all my heat.
Love,
Danice Prescott

I love my mom because she is
I love my mom because she i. sweet and she is nice. And I love
really nice to me. She helps me
with homework. She takes me to III See Page 12

OM

Hanging Baskets

Jet Stream Oven -OviAr Quality-Microwave Fast

-Assorted Varieties
-10 Inch-Flowering or Ferns

5 Piece Wrought Iron
Patio Set

+

-Table and Four Chairs
by Plantation Industries

99"

Last Year $44

Rollback

-Assorted Varieties
-Assorted Colors
Standard and Climbers
'

S18496 $697
Perfume Gift Sets

$696

'89"

Rollback

+

West Bend or Mr. Coffee
Ice Tea Maker

11.0
• •

$1996

.-

Emerson Video
'Cassette Recorder
.4 event, 28-day programmer
-2 Head
Last year $169
"

Rollback $1154
"

•

eeia &
ova Groat Mother's Day Gift

it

812

WhItnell Ave.

(13shInd Bel-Ait Showing

•

-Charlie, Exclamation, Navy
• 5-1.3 oz

-Green, Black & White
-4 Shelves

$99"

$15996
Potted Rose Bushes

Wrought Iron
Baker's Rack
Last year

1

-Expandable
-As Seen on T.V.

$897

-Brews in Minutes
-Bonus Item in Each

Tanning Salon &
Mini Storage

piano lessons.
Love,
Amanda Downs

\

WAL-MART

753-3333
Hwy. 641 Nor,h, •
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Karen Crick's Class
I love my mom because she
gives me allowance. I love my
mom because she lets my sister
and me have a computer. I lave my
mom because she is so nice. I love
my mom because she lets me and
my sister have a birthday party.
And I love my mom because she
takes very good care of me. I love
my mom because she helps me. I
love my mom because she loves
me. I love my mom because she
works as a cook at my school. I
love my mom because she married

somebody that made him my dad. I
love my mom because she sent me
to a school to learn and have
friends. I love my mom very very
much.
Brittany Chapman
I love my mom because she lets
me wash the dishes and she lets me
fold towels and she lets me watch
cartoons like say Looney Toons.
Here's some of the names Bugs
Bunny, Daffy Duck,Sam, Marvin
the Martian, Elmer Fudd, TAZ,

Mother's Day Sale
20% Off Gift Items
Fri. & Sat, May 12th & 13th

*Spring Afghans
*Cards
*Picture Frames *Baskets

*House Flags
*Scented Candles

HOLLAND
DRUGS
and Gifts
Bob Dunn, R.Ph. • Court Square •Murray • 763.1462

Twccty Bird, Sylvester and Peppy
La Peau.
Courtney Erwin
She is nice. She's a good cook.
A nice person to know: A good
cleaner and a good worker. She
buys me pretty clothes and takes
me where I want to go. She makes
cookies. We sit on the couch and
cat.
Julie Rushing

because she put me in school. I
love my mom because she helps
me practice baseball. My mom got
me a waterbed that makes mc
happy.
Jcrod Belcher

I love my mom because she
takes me places. And she's nice to
me. She takes me to water slids.
She takes me to restaurants I work
for my mom.Some day I will take
her somewhere like a restaurant. I
I love my mom because she's will buy her something like a
nice, get's me moves,saga games, mother's day card and with sometoys and power rangers. She gets thing else. But for now I will just
stay ,with her. I will stay with her
pets for me.
for 13 more years. I will do things
D. Taylor.:
for her.
She loves you know matter Ricky Futrell .
what.She buys you Christmas toys
She helps me clean my room.
and clothes. She brings you into
the world. She buys you birthday She helps mc fly my kite. She
toys. She helps doing chores. gives mc hugs before I go to bed.
She reads mc stories.
Andrew Braden
Kenneth Wyatt
I love my mom because she is
I love mom because she doesn't
nice. Plus she get me pens and
other things. I love my mom punish me. I love my mom because she buys me clothes too. The
End. I Love You.
Matthew Smith

eAllison CIPkotogfaphy

She does my chores and lets my
friend come to my hous and when
my couscn comes from Tcnnese
she lets me ride with hem.She biys
me clous and she lets me ride my
fotir wheeler and she takes me
plases.
Kyle McKinney
I love my mom because she is

nice to me. She helps me with my
work. She also fixes my cuts. Plus
she gets me movies.
Chris Warren
I love my mom because she lets
us cook out almost every day. She
is very nice. She lets me go out in
the rain and play. She doesn't let
my brothers go outside to bother
me and my friends. Mom also lets
me go down to Vicky's house. She
also lets me and Stacy Burgess go
ice skating.
Courtney Imus
I love my mom because she
cooks good food.
She sometimes helps me with
my homework.
She is not my real mom but my
step mom. But I still love her very
much.
She does not go to work. She
stays home and cooks,cleans,and
takes good care of us.
She doesn't talk very much. She
said that if you don't talk as much
and listen you will learn more.
I have been trying to take her
advice and not talk as much. It has
been working top.
The End.
By: Sarah Gearhcart
I love my mom because she
gives mc some money when I'm
very good. I love my mom
because she gives me some of her
old toys from when she was a liulc
III See Page 14

For The World's
Greatest Mom
Shop At The
World's Greatest
Store.

Mother's Day Special
While The Family Is In Why
Not A Family Portrait?
Harry Allison • Lance Allison

607 South 4th • Murray • 753-8809

305 S. 12th St.

753-4567
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Mr. Beam's P3/P4 Class
FROM PAGE 8
me on my homework which is
Reading and Math.
by Amy Berkeen
I love my mom because she is
mice to me. III am sick she takes
care of mc. She gives mc money.
For Easter she gave me a ccrtifeate
for 20.00 dollar movie or less. I
love my mom. She is the best
mon_41 the world.

LoAtr
Nancy Robertson
I love my mother because she is
nice to me. I love my mother
because she feeds me good food. I
love my mother because she buys
mc things. I love my mother
because she takes care of me. I
love my mother because she gives
me somewhere to live. I love my
mother because she loves me.
Love,
Brian Tucker
Happy Mother's Day.
I love my mom. She is nice to
me. I like my mom. She dive a
car.
Jessica L.
I love my mom because she
cares for me. She is always there
for me. I'll always love my mom
even when she gets mad at me. I'll
always know that there's a reason
that she gets mad at me. I love my
MOM.

Jeremy Geary
I love my mother because she
takes care of me. She gets me stuff
that I need. She feeds me when I
am hungry. When I am sick she

gets me mcdason.
Thats why I love my mother.
By Kyle Wade
I love my mom because she is
nice to me and some times she lets
me get what I want. I love my
mom because sometimes she also
lets me go where I want like
Opryland. I love my mom because she takes care of me and she
don't let me get hurt. I also love
my mom because she loves me. I
love my mom alot.
From: Kristin Downs
I love my Mom be ausc She is
cauring. She is Love. She Carrs
for mc. She is nicks. She tacks
care of me. She fesd me. She
redsc mc store. She is prod of me
whin I greag a good flout home.
She whus to have the baacst for
me. She dousit like me nuthing
bad to haping to me. She bisc stuf
for schoole. She gives me the
baest. She bisc me stuf wine I
need it. She is the bacst Mom. She
owase know whit to do. Wine I
don't fill good. She oweas knows
what to say. I love my mom for
how she is.
Nickie Stewart
I love my mother because she
takes care of me. I love her
because she brought me into this
world. I love her becase I know
she's there for me. I love her
because she is the most supportive
mother on earth. I love her
because she is my mother.
Love you forever,
You're Doughtcr
Kyle Ryn Jones Nelson

Say "Thanks" and
"I Love You"
with a gift from

I love my mom. My mom is a
cool mom. I love my mom more
than ever. My mom 1)Ops my butt
because my mom love's me.
Love,
Ed Ellis
I love my mother because she
takes care of me and she is nice.
She makes me Happy all the time.
Sometins she kind of makes mc
mad but I still love her. She buys
things for mc that I want. Shcs the
Best mouthcr lv ever had.
Love,
Heather Johnson
I love my mother because she
hies me do anything I whant,to do.
She loves me to. Plus she keeps
me warm.
Larry E. Sory
I love my mother, Melissa,
because she takes care of me. I
like it when my mom takes me to
do something fun. In the summer!
love my mom a whole bunch
because she takes mc swimming
and I love to swim. My mother
feeds me healthy food and sometimes sweets. When I am sick my
mom takes mc to the doctcr and

after I am better, i do something
fun with my mom.
Thats why I love my mother.
Irene Collins
I love my morn so much. She
toolccare of me when I was a baby.
I am always loved my mom. I wil
always love my morn no matter
what happens. I will still love her

with all my haert.
Love,
Jesse
I love my morn because she
loves me and she las me do fun
stuff. She lets me go down to my
grandmothers house to play. I will
love my morn forever.
Scott Cook

NOW THRU MOTHER'S DAY
10

III

p.m.

Lunch Special
6 oz. Sirloin Tips
Choice of
Potato
and
Texas Toast

50

Dinner Special
8 oz. Ribeye_attsk
Choice of
Potato.
Salad Bar, &
Texas Toast

rts
. top ers
Open 7 Days 10:30 a.m.
(across from Play Wiuly)

South 12th • Murray

759-1864

OF

GIFTS

"Grow Old Along With Me,
The Best Is Yet To Be."

we ship to
all those
absentee
Morn's

Southsede
Shopping
Center•Murray
7534798
Opn
9-5 Mon.-Sat.

1096 Senior
Citizen
Discount

Steak Ylott.ie
& Smotgasbord
•

To Give Her Home And Garden That
Special Touch.

Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 759-4512
Monday-Saturday 8-6, Sunday 1-5
Remember

110

Roses, Hanging Baskets, Geraniums,
Ivy Topiaries, Garden Accessories,
Bird Houses...Everything She'll Need

THE

TREASURE HOUSE

$770

•

•
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skateing ring.
Heather Williams

FROM PAGE 9
her because she is very very Much
and she love's me very very much.
Thank you for leting me be in girl
scouts. And she takes me to the

I love my mom because she is
sweet and I love my mom.She buy
toy for me. My mom loves me a

I love my mom because she
helps me on my homework and
she is my favet mom in the olid
wold and she is oway colc and she
love me and i love her sometime.
She • tas me to the moves.
Brittany Morgan

•.

to Mom, with Love
On this Mother's Day

give Mom a gift she
wilt cherish. Choose
from our wide variety oj
prints, frames, sculptures
and silk plants.

-

---

•

I love my mom because. . she
is nice to me and you. She let's me

—
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FROM PAGE 6
loves mc. I also love my mother
because she makes money and
buys clothing for me. Another
reason is because she takes mc to
places I don't deserve to go to plus
she feeds mc and takes care of me.
Thais why I love my mother.
Christopher Cornett
I love my mom because she
teaches me piano. 1 love my mom
because she is special to me. She
takes me for a walk. She takes me
places to.
Love,
Kathryn Stalls

301 N. 12th • University Scpitre • 759-1019
20.2
41=IIM

do that. She helps me. She let's me
go to my firend house. She let's me
too me grandma house to. She let's
me go to Amanda house.
Love,
Samantha O'Bryan
I love my mom because she
carrs for me and i carre for her.
She is pritcy. I tote her verry
much. She gets sweter cvrry day.
She is the swetist Mom in the holw
world. I will awas love her in my
drime and hart. She helps me do
some stuf that i need help on. 1 like
my mom for the pesin she is.
Love,
Michael Wayne Higgins

I love my mom because she
takes me places. Like she takes me
swcmming and she takes me to
movies. I like mom because she is
nise to me. 1 thank my mom is the
niscs mom in the world.
Love,
Austin Raspberry
I love my mom because she is
nice. Even when she has to Be
mean to me, I sill love her. And
she loves me back.
Love, Blake Ainley
I love my mom because she lest

IN See Page 14

Shirley Wall's Class

"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing."
!
I

100 lotc. She take mc to calcb
house evry weekend. Jim give me
some food evry moring and afternoon. She love me a lot. She play
with me evry day tuesday 1 go to
after school. The end.
Michael Birdsong

'0• o

I love my mother because she is
nice and she loves me aloi She
buys me stuff that I don't need but
I want. She is a great mother.
Whitni Eldridge
I love my mother because she
likes jelly beans like mc, and she
buys me stuff.
Stacey Rotterman
I love my mother because she
takes care of mc-and'Ioves mc too.
She sometimes gives mc money
sometimes.On her birthday I gave
her $5.00. I love my mother
because she sometimes gets me
something at Wal-Mart.
Amy Wolford
I love mother because she gives
me presents ill behave the right

•

way and she is very nice to me all
the time. That's why I love my
mother.
Heather Borgarding
I love my mother because she
loves me and I love her. She takes
great care of my brother and me.
She is the greatest mother in the
wrold even though she makes
mistakes. I still love her though.
Amanda Hart

I love my mother because she
loves mc. I love my mother because she buys food to cat. I love
my mother because she's fair. I
love my mother because she is
what she is.
Dustin Strode
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Chinese & American
Buffet
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
C
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Daily Luncheon
,fgac....
: , I Carry Outs Available
Specials 11 a.m.2 p.m 1
1/ We cater to meetings,
Sunday Buffet
parties and banquets
11 Lin-2 p.m
upon request
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Mrs. Bohannon's 3rd Grade Class
FROM PAGE 4

I love my mother because she
makes good food. She loves me.
Love,
Scott Johnson

and a loving person. She makes
delicious dinners. That is why I
love my mother.
Love,
Terry Adams
I love my mother because she
always cares about me and she is
kind and she cooks delicious food.
I also love my mother because she
loves me. I love you.
Travis Brown

Why do I love my mother?
Bccuse she is the best ever. She
takes care of me. She's n ice,caring

I love my mom very much but
when you won't something all you
have to do is go to my dad but all I
won't is my mother to love me and

gives me money. She buys me
stuff. She love me very much plus
she cares about me.
Love,
Jamey Beane

I hope she does and my mother is
special to me and I am special to
her.
Your daughter,
Kimberly Chadwick

notice it. My mom is special to me.
She cooks delicious food. She is
the best mom in the world.
Love,
Aimee Dial

This is why I love my mom. I
love my mother because she is
special to me. She make delicious
dinners and helps me. Because she
love me.
Love,
Grace Fontano

I love my mother because she
gives me lots of stuff. She cares
about me and loves me. She is

41.

I love my mom because she
loves me. She tasc kar of me. she
helps the make a play sity.
Rosalee Scull

(love my mother because she is
nice and never is mean or I don't

I love my mom because she
loves me and she gives me things
for no reason at all. And I also love
my mom because she takes me
places.
Corey Perdue
I love my mom. She bys me
things even when shcs not suppose to. Im glad she's my mom!
Derek Walker

10 Karat, 2 - 6 synthetic stones

her!
Dustin Kyle Spears

Kyle Harper

I love my mom because she is
real nice to me and all her food is
good.
Brandon Lawrence

I love my mom because she
makes me feel special and if she
has enough money she will take
me places.
Ryan 'Berberich

I love my mom because she is
nice to me. Also she took me to the
Smoky Mountians and she helps
me with my homework.
Shelley Kirks
I love 'my mom beacuse she is
very nice. She buys me anything I
want like toys or candy or some
school stuff like pencils, led pencils, crayons, and markers. I really, really, really love her very
much and she loves me very much
too.
Love,
Crystal Tsakonas

I love my mom because she
raised me, she gave birth to me,
she gives me food and water, she
gives me clothe, she gives mc ' I love my my mom because she
shelter, she takes me places like took me to the theater and takes
the mall and toys R us, and last but me to Mcdonlds. and mom takes
not least she loves me and I love me places.

I love my mother because she is
so good to me and (love her and
she cooks good.
Brandon Lawrence

Especially for Mom

Sheila Cooper's Class
FROM PAGE 5
Love,
Kristina Moore

special to me. She is good to me. I
love you.
Your son,
Justin Futrell

Offer expires May 31, 1995

r

Family Jewelry special offer is only on synthetic stones. 14kt is
available at a special retail price of $119,99 (0103) and
$129.99 (#106)(2-6 synthetic stones). Additional charge or ring
sizes above Va. Genuine stones are available for these styles
Ask jeweler for more details.

C

I love my mom because my
mom is good to me.
Eric Hodges

Order By May 5th For Mother's Day Delivery)

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Center
759-1141

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Fringe
Benefits
A Special

Mother's Day

Happy Mother's Day
To All Murray Mothers

Contest
In one page or less write to us and explain why your mother deserves the 'PAMPER PACKAGE
Your Mother Could Win:

(Mother's Day Cakes $2 & $5)

PAMPER PACKAGE
• New Hair Style
• Pedicure
• Manicure
• $25 Hair Care Products
• $25 Nail Care Products
• $25 Gift Certificate from
Betsy's Hallmark and
Pier I imports

05144ciMtt]i)
i
All Donuts $3.25 A

Dozen

Open 7 Days A Week'
cili
1.109 West Main • Murray • 759-1736 r
101110P0

•

a
‘ti•
•
111
/
44Z
4

•

• Facial
• 300 Nlinutcs of Tan Time by
Wolff Tanning
• Lunch for Two at Dumpling
• $50 Gift Certificate from,D K. Kelley
• Free Portrait by Oakwood Studio
• Free Bouquet by Humdinger's Florkt

Send in your letter before Friday, May 12 ,ov,
•'Doo" it for your Morn! •
TW.
60.1 1/. Broad St. Ext. • Murray • 759-18,74

V •
•
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Ms. Redick's P3/134 Class
FROM PAGE 12
my brther and me go done to are
clud hose and we go done to the
crek.
Bradley Jackson
I love my mom because... she
takes care of me. It's not because
she washes my clothes or gives me
money. But she can tell me bed
time stordies or because she loves
me or the times she can lisson to
my stordies I write or just talking
to me are very special to me
because the time we spend
together are very little. Sometimes
I think of all the stuff that could
happen to her. No telling what
could happen every day just wait:ng to happen each and every day.
Mom I just want you to know I
love you!
Love,
Amanda Adams
I love my mom because she is
special to me. She kisses me befor

I go to bed at night. She let's me
inive someone over sometime's.
She takes me out to eat. And to
yard sale's. And she is very nice to
me and my sister.
Love,
Natalie Elkins

is special to me. She gives me toys
and she is cool. My mama is nice
and my mama takes me to see a
move. My moma takes me to play
games and my mom takes me to
Braektime.
Love,
Nick Miller

Love,
Keni Hutson

cause she gets me things I love her
cause she's my mom!
Love,
Martia
I love my mom because she is
nice to me and she makes me
laugh. My mom is funny too.
Mom is fun to play with altho she
is an adult. My Mom and I like to
eat China. My mom once took me
sweimming and she took me to

I love my mom bccase she bys
me basketballs. My mom's name
is Roxsann Downey and i Love
her so much. So do my brothers.
We all love her but I think i love
her more becuse she is my mom.
I love my mom because she*
I love my mom because she's
Love,
loves me. Shes special because
the most special person in the
Downey
Gary
she is nice. I think my mom shud
world to me. I never want to see
be elecked for best mom ever.
I love my moma beause she that change .because I love her
And my mom macks peple happy.
takes me to Josh house. My mom with all my heart. I don't love her • See Page 15
Also she makes peple helthe because she is a nirs.
Love,
Joe Ben Hendrick

I love my mom because she is
special to me. She is special to me
because she lets my go to my
grandparents and spent the night
and she lets me go out church and
play basketball. My mom is also
speical because When I go to bed
she kisses me good night and
cover me up.

'1 A kiss is but a kiss..."
Come to D.K. Kelley
and pick a chocolate
kiss for discounts.

Karen Crick's Class

FROM PAGE 10
girl. I love my mom because she
gives me some of her stuff. I love
my mom because she buys me
stuff. I love my mom because she
helps me. I love my mom because
she helps me spell some. words.
By Victoria Paschall
I love my mom because she is
nice to me. She brought me into
this world. She cares about me.
She helps me on homework. She
love's me very much.
Loved Lots by Meghan N. South
Roses are red. Violets are blue.
Sugar is sweet and so are you. My
mom is nice. She is pretty. She
helps me on my homework. She
lets me help her cook. She gives
me hugs and kisses before I get on
the bus. She lets me say the prayer
before we eat. She let me wash the
dishers. She lets me help her fold
the clothes.
Vanessa Can
I love my mom because she
loves me. She makes good food.
She's nice. She lets mc watch most
any thing I want. She doesn't
spank me or ground me. She likes
to play board games.
Jamie Locke

My morn is nice. My mom
gives me money. My mom loves
me. My mom takes me places.
My mom is nice to my friends. My
mom makes me clean my room.
By Jacob Scarbrough
I love my mom because she's
nice to me and helps me with my
work. She lets my freinds play
with me and she buys me toys and
stuff that I want.
Nathan Bazzell
My mom loves me I love her.
She always comforts me when I
am sad. She spends time with me.
Whenever she has time. We love
to watch movies. I love my mom.
Jeremy Harrell
Roses are red violets are blue
suger is sweet and so are you.
Mom picks up the house and she
washes the dishes. She cleans the
floor. She helps me do my homework. Plus she lets me spend the
night with my friends Brittany and
Michelle. Mom's prcuy and nice
sometimes. Mom blushes a lot to.
My dad loves her cause sometimes
she's sweet arn, sweet to me.
To Mom
From Hillary Hulse

I love my mom because she lets
me go out on rainy days. When I
am down my mom will either read
me a book or feed me something.
When we rent a good movie,
sometimes she and I will go in the
den and watch the movie together.
And sometimes when I ask her she
will play cards with me. That's
what I like to do with my mom. I
love my mom.
Wesley Claiborne
I love my mom because she
takes care of me. She takes me to
places. I love my mom because
she brought me into this world.
She takes me to the doctor if I have
to go. I love my mom because she
takes me to the dentist. I love my
mom because she gives me food. I
love my mom because she loves
me. I love my mom because she
gives me shelter.
Your Son,
John Eric Martinez
I love my mom because she
loves me. Because she cooks
when I am hungry. She got me a
pond for my 8th brithday. I love
my mom because she loves me.
She's loving and caring. She's
very patient with me.
Dustin Clay Green

Sp71:1g!ft..

Register for door prizes and
gift certijicates in appreciation
of moms.

On Mother's Day, May 14
One Of A Kind Gifts For
That One Of A
Kind Person
UntversIty Plaza
On Chestnut St,
Mon.-Frl. 94
Saturday 9-5
5Iunday l5

•

for

11111111 111111011IS.
The Place To Discover

Closed Sunday
May 14th for
Mother's Day
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FROM PAGE 14
this yellow thing with air. My
mom is special.
I love my mom because she
love mean. She treated me like a
- real kid. I love my mom because if
I wanted someting she wuold get
it. I love my mom because my
mom made me thats why I love my
mom.
Love,
Kevin Jeuon

things with me. If I ask her a
question she will answer. She is
very pretty to met. she is the best
mom there is.
Lover,
Casey Darnell

I love my mom because she is
special. My mom love me. She
talk us to the movers. She help me
she let us go on the rode to stop to
the stop sien.
Brittany Moore

I love my mom because she is
special. She is special because she
does things I could never do when
I'm her age. She is special to me
because she's the only mom I
have. She may be mean sometimes but 1 love her anyway. She's
the best mom I ever had. I lover
her very much. She loves me very
much. She can't get any better.
Love,
Your Daughter
Elizabeth Musser

I love my mom because she is
very special to me. I love my mom
because she loves me. I love my
mom because she does a lot of neat

I love my mom because she is
sweet and caring. I love my mom
because everyone has to lover
there moms. But my mom is one

of a kind. She makes the best
cupcakes you'd ever eat'n. But as a
mother she's the best mother in the
world according to me and. I lover
her very much.
Love,
Jeffrey Brewer
I love my mom because.
She is special to me.
My mom loves me and I love
her too.
She buys me food to eat. She
buys me clothes to wear.
She takes us on vacation too.
She gives me a bed to sleep on
at night.
When ever I'm sick my mom
makes me better with medicine
and her love.
Love,

Dear Mom,
You are so special to me. You
take me every where every day
and that why I am good to you. I
am special to you. You do things
that I ask you to do for me. I love
you mom.
Love,
Cody

Dear Mom,
I love you very much because
you are so special to me and you
are so pretty.
Love,
Troy
Dear Mom,
I love you alot. You are so
beautiful. You put me in a good
mood.
Love,
Natalie

I love my mom bee She is
special to me. she does what
mothers are spoese to do she gives
me food. She byes me stuff that I

Kara Kelso

need like clothes to wear and
shoes and socks. My mom's name
is Sally.
Love,
Becky Bishop
I love my mom because she
takes me to the movies. And she
thinks about me when she's some
where when I'm not with her and
she's loves me. She's the best
mom! She is a good cook when
ever my brother and I play basket
ball or ride our bikes she calls us in
when every our shows. I Love my
mom!
Heather Roscoe
See Page 16
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I love my mom because she is

Barbara McCuiston's Class

FROM PAGE 7
you are pretty and nice.
Love,
Curtis

very special to me. She dose a lot
of things for me to. Sometimes
when I get in trouble she says
nobody is comming over this
weekend or you are no going
anywhere this weekend. But
come to find out my mom told me
where do you want to go today.
When me and my dad give my
mom her present I hope she will
say I like the gift that you gies got
me. When she says that I know
that really dose like ii
Love,
Sara Burkeen

Dear Mom,
I love you because you loved
me first. If you did not love me I
would not be here today. I would
not have any friends.
Love,
Jamie Stewart
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Dear Mom,
I love you because your sweet,
and pretty.
Love,
Jeremy Byerly

This Mother's Day,
Treat Morn To A Buffet
That'll Make Her Day.
Enjoy delicious entrees and casseroles.
a large variety of fresh vegetables,
fruits, salads and breads.
and a scrumptious
selection of dessert_s.

or choose

Choose from our wide selection of gift ideas...
There's one right just for your Mom.

7 oz. Ribeye Steak
it

with Buffet

at

• HatImark Cards and Stationery•
Picture Frame.s & Photo Albums• RY.S.Seti Stover Candies
+ Musk Boos and Other Fine Coffectibles•
Candies & Scents + Winichimes + Plaques• Mugs
• Department 56 Dickrns Village•
and so much more!

for only
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Family Stearr House
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 7C3-044t)
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FROM PAGE 15
I love my mom because she
cooks, buys me thing. My mom
lets me do a lot of things. She is
nice to me some times.
Love ya,
Adam

When I am sad she comforts
me. When I am lonley, she is a
friend to me.
If my mom went away I would
be heartbroken. Even when I don't
feel like loving her she always
loves me.
From Lisa-Anne Marran

I love my mom because she has
always been there for me.

I love my mom because she is

nice to me.I also love her because
she's always there for me. I also
love her because she's always their
to give me stuff that I need. I also
love her because she buy me cool
stuff and she also buy me school
clothes to ware and I also love her
because she pays for the water bill
and she pays for all the bills that I
use up. I also love her because she

buys me stuff I need for school. I
also love her because she buys me
all sorts of stuff. I also love her
because she pays for me to go to
school to learn. I also love her
because she pays for my hospital
bills.
Love,
Ashley Faye Owens
I love my mom because she is
sweet and nice and not always
hateful. She useale takes me to
places I want to go.
Love,
Derek Glisson

I love my mom because she
sens me things. She is nish to me.
She comes to see me.
5,4 Dustin Dodd

Oh, Goodness...
It's Almost Mother's Day!
Dad-d-d, Call Corn-Austin®!

_ I love my mom because she is
nice to me. She let's me go to my
friend house and she lets me do a
lot of stuff like play baseball and
mud volleyball.
Charles Hart
_I love my mom -because she is
my mom. My mom Love me to

death and! love her to. Mom I
hope you love me too.
Love,
Becky M. Rediek
I love my mom because she sher
special to me. She takes me places
and gets me things.
by Elijah Lewis
I love my mom because she is
someone special to me. She takes
me to the DQ.She takes me to Red
ooks bridles to britches. My mom
works hard. Her name Teresa
Colson.
Jimmy Colson
I love my mom because she is
special trotIf it wouting for
you, I wpu
be beam yet. You
have 'always been good to me.
When I was born I cryed I wauted
my mom.When I got to my mom I
was quiet. Than the norse said,"he
wented has mom." I cond never
stop loving my mom.She took me
every place she went. My mom
never let me out of her site.
Love, • .
Jeremy Todd
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Morn's Month
Special
Entire Ladies Department
• Dresses
• Playful Short Sets
• Fun T-Shirts

20%

Off

(Excluding Accessoriex)

• Pants
•Crisp Tops
and more!

...Julia Roberts Signature Jewelry
Earrings and secklaos avaikibk in 24 kt. gold or sterling silver withlar without
semi-precious stones. A beautiful, one-of-a-kind Mother's Day gift idea.

CORN AUSTIN

VISA - MC. AMEX
Carn-Auatin• chirp

Downtown • Murray

0•

.4

Sale thru May 13
FREE GIFT WRAPP1NC!

...Because Mom Deserves More Than A Day

1 FREE 8x10
[With Your Family Portrait
Sitting In May!

Oakwood Studio
I)t,
.te la nil Ct.

AN
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